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ARCO Exploration and Production Technology,
Inc.

Basic Production Safety Systems Training

§250.211 Approval of training program.

(a) Application for approval.  Training programs and implementation plans
for basic, advanced, and refresher courses in well control and production
safety systems shall be submitted to the Chief, Inspection and Enforcement
Division.  Training programs submitted by training organizations for ap-
proval and certification shall comply with the following:

(1) Two copies of a comprehensive detailed presentation of the proposed
training program and implementation plan shall be submitted in looseleaf
binder format.

> ARCO’s Proposed Training Plan is submitted to the Chief, Inspection and En-
forcement Division in two copies, looseleaf binder format.

(2) All proposed training programs and plans, together with related corre-
spondence, shall be mailed to the Chief, Inspection and Enforcement Division;
Minerals Management Service; Mail Stop 4800; 381 Elden Street; Herndon, Vir-
ginia 22070-4817.

> Refer to page 15 of this implementation plan for a copy of the cover letter sent
to the above address.

(3) The proposed training program and plan shall include the following:

(i) A training manual that is representative of the subject matter to
be addressed during the course as it will be taught by the training organization.

> ARCO Exploration and Production Technology, Inc. has submitted two
looseleaf copies of the Training Manual (Study Guide) as requested.

(ii) An implementation plan furnishing the information described in
this paragraph and either paragraph (c), (d), or (e) of this section.
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> All information described in this paragraph, and the information required by
paragraph (c) is provided in the “Proposed Training and Implementation Plan,”
two copies of which have been provided.

(iii) A cross-reference relating elements described in the training
manual to the requirements of this subpart.

> The cross-reference is provided beginning on pages 125-142 of the “Proposed
Training and Implementation Plan”.

(4) Courses submitted for approval shall be identified with regard to
course name, type, and options.  A course required for drilling supervisors is
designated as a “well-control course for drilling operations,” a course for
well-completion and well-workover supervisors performing operations with
the tree removed is designated as a “well-control course for well-completion
and well-workover operations,” a course for ‘well-servicing personnel is des-
ignated as a “well-control course for well-servicing operations,” and a course
for personnel engaged in oil or gas production operations and classified as
production safety system personnel is designated as a “production safety
system course.” Course types are basic, advanced, and refresher.  Course
options for well- control courses for drilling operations and for well-comple-
tion and well workover operations are “surface” and “subsea.” Course op-
tions for well-control courses for well-servicing operations are “coil tubing”,
“small tubing”, “coil tubing and snubbing”, small tubing and snubbing,” and
“small tubing, coil tubing, and snubbing.”

> ARCO’s course will be a Basic Production Safety Systems Training course.

(i-vi) Well control courses for drilling operations shall include a total
number of hours equal to or greater than ...

> N/A: This is a Basic Production Safety Systems Course.

(vii) Courses in production safety systems shall include a total number
of hours equal to or, greater than the hours listed below (i.e., 32).  The total num-
ber of hours shall include, on a per student basis, hours of instruction on subject
matter covered in the approved course curriculum, hours of hands-on training, and
time for completion of test.
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> See pages 29-31 of the Proposal and Implementation Plan for this information.

(viii) Courses that combine a course in production safety systems with
any other course shall include, on a per student basis, a total number of hours of
instruction on subject matter covered in the approved course curriculum, hours of
hands-on training, and tune for completion of test equal to or greater than the
number of hours required for the appropriate course in production safety systems
plus the number of hours required for the course with which the course in produc-
tion safety systems is being combined.

> N/A: This is a Basic Production Safety Systems Course.

(5) Course participants who are absent from any part of a course shall make
up the missed portion within 7 days of the end of the course and before a written
and simulator test is administered and before a certificate of successful completion
is awarded.  A student who missed a total of 12 hours or more of instruction for a
basic or advanced course or 4 hours or more of instruction for a refresher course
shall repeat and successfully complete the entire course.

ARCO’s policy is as follows:
> Course participants who fail to complete any part of the course shall make up
the missed portion within 7 days of the beginning the course before being allowed
to take the certification test and before a certificate of successful completion is
awarded.

> A student who fails to complete 3 or more modules (12 hours) of instruction in
Basic Production Safety Systems Training shall repeat and successfully complete
the entire course.

> This policy is stated on page 30 of this implementation plan.

(6) Classes shall contain no more than 21 candidates per lecture.  A record
of each candidate’s attendance, including makeup actions where a part of a course
is missed, shall be maintained by the instructor.

> ARCO’s policy on this matter is as follows:

* Instruction shall be on an individualized basis
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* Information regarding the location of the files kept regarding attendance
and makeup actions may be found on page 36 of the Proposal and Implementation
Plan.

(7) Training organizations shall furnish MMS on site evaluators with a copy
of the training program and implementation plan approved by the MMS for their
use during an on site evaluation.

> Copies of these items will be kept at the physical location of the SimStation, and
at the records storage site (see pages 26-28 of this implementation plan). These
items will be made available to MMS on site evaluators.

(8) A schedule of the courses that will be offered by a training organization
shall be submitted to MMS after a training program is approved.  A new course
schedule shall be submitted at least annually thereafter.  The schedule shall in-
clude the name of the course, class date, type of course, and location where the
course will be taught.  The MMS shall be given advance notice of any changes to
the schedule.

> As SimStation offers the capability and efficiency of providing this training on
demand, ARCO proposes to meet this requirement by means of either FAX or
telephone followed by FAX

(9) Training organizations shall retain records in a readily accessible filing
system for a period of 5 years starting with the date a training program and plan
are approved (e.g., at the end of the fifth year, a training organization may destroy
the records of the first year, and at the end of the sixth year, a training organiza-
tion may destroy the records of the second year).  The records to be retained are as
follows:

(i) Complete and current training program.

(ii) Complete and current technical training manual.

(iii) Daily attendance record.

(iv) Student’s written test and retest.

(v) Evaluation of student’s simulator test and retest.
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(vi) Student’s completed “kill sheet” for simulator test and
retest.

(ii) For refresher course, verification that the student has
successfully completed basic, advanced, and refresher courses as required.

(viii) Copy of each student’s certificate.

(ix) Copy of each class roster.

(x) Copies of notification to MMS of all schedules and
schedule changes.

> ARCO will archive the following records for a period of at least five years at the
office of record of the Regional Training Administrator, and maintain duplicates at
the location listed on page 27 of this implementation plan

* Complete and current training program and training manual.

* Daily attendance record including missed time and makeup activities

* Student’s certification test and retest.

* Copy of each student’s certificate.

* Copy of the class roster

* Copies of notification to MMS of all schedules and schedule changes.

(10) Training programs shall be approved for a maximum of 4 years.

(11) For basic courses, training organizations shall provide all candi-
dates with a copy of the training manual for use and future reference by the
candidates.  For refresher courses and for advanced courses, training organi-
zations shall provide each candidate with handouts necessary to update the
manuals the candidate have as a result of previous training courses.

> For this basic course, ARCO will provide all candidates a copy of the current
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Study Guide (training manual).

(12) A notification letter shall be sent to the Chief, Offshore Inspection
and Enforcement Division, at the address shown in paragraph (a)(2) of this
section within 30 days of course completion informing MMS of each candi-
date who successfully completed the approved course.  This letter shall con-
tain the following information for each candidate:

(i) Name of training organization.

(ii) Course location.

(iii) Candidate’s full name.

(iv) Name of course.

(v) Course type.

(vi) Options.

(vii) Date candidate successfully completed course.

(viii) Name(s) of instructor(s) teaching the course and the
portions of the course taught by each instructor.

(ix) Either a candidate’s social security number or an
MMS-issued identification number.

(x) Candidate’s employer.

(xi) Actual job title of candidate.

(xii) Job classification for which certification is awarded.

(xiii)  Test score for each candidate awarded a certificate.

(xiv) training organization name and date of last basic
training course  or  advanced  course  for  the same  job   category...,   and

(xv) Training organization name and date of last refresher
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course taken by candidate.

> ARCO will submit a notification letter to the Chief, Offshore Inspection and
Enforcement Division, informing the MMS of each candidate who successfully
completed the course within 30 days of the completion of each course. The fol-
lowing will be included in the report:

* Name of training organization (i.e., ARCO Exploration and Production
Technology, Inc.).

* Course location (i.e. physical location of SimStation).

* Candidate’s full name.

* Name of course (Production Safety Systems Training).

* Course type (i.e., Basic Course).

* Date candidate successfully completed course.

* Name(s) of instructor(s) teaching the course and the portions of the course
taught by each instructor.

* Candidate’s social security number.

* Candidate’s employer (e.g. ARCO Exploration and Production Technol-
ogy, Inc.).

* Actual job title of candidate (e.g., roustabout).

* Job classification for which certification is awarded (i.e., Production
Safety System Supervisor).

*Test score for each candidate awarded a certificate.

* Training organization name and date of last basic training course or ad-
vanced course for the same job category.

* Training organization name and date of last refresher course taken by
candidate.
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(b)(2) Applications for recertification of courses shall be submitted at least
90 days prior to the fourth anniversary of the effective date of the program ap-
proval and shall state the changes, additions, or deletions, if any, to the previously
approved training program course material, curriculum, and implementation plan.

> ARCO Exploration and Production Technology, Inc. will submit an application
for recertification at least 90 days prior to the fourth anniversary of the effective
date of the current program’s approval date. This application shall state the
changes, additions, or deletions, if any, to the previously approved training pro-
gram course material, curriculum, and implementation plan.

(c) Application for approval. Training organizations applying for approval and
certification for a basic course shall submit a proposed course training pro-
gram and implementation plan that addresses each of the following:

(1) A curriculum outline describing subject matter content in relation to
the requirements of these regulations.  The outline submitted shall be similar
to the format presented below:

Job classification

First Day - (Number of Instructional Hours)
Subject X - 5 hours
Detail A
Detail B
Detail C
Subject Y - 3 hours
Detail D
Subject Z - 2 hours
Detail E
Detail F
Second  Day  -  (etc.)

(2) The name(s) and qualifying credentials of instructor(s) including
education and experience (both -work experience and teaching experience)
and the portions of the course each is qualified to teach.

> N/A: As this instruction is interactive computer-based instruction with simula-
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tion, this paragraph does not apply

(3) The mailing and street address of the facility where training records
will be maintained, the street address and directions to the training facility,
and a description of the training facility, including identification of the lecture
area...

> The street address of the facilities where training records will be maintained are
described on page 26 of this implementation plan. As SimStation offers the capa-
bility and efficiency of providing this training on demand, ARCO proposes to
meet this requirement by means of either FAX or telephone followed by FAX.

(4) Material presentation method (lecture, video, filmstrip, etc.) indicat-
ing the amount and approximate percentage of overall instructional time that
each method of presentation will use as shown in the following example:

 (i) Percentage of time by presentation method:

Lecture - 70%

Videotape - 10%

Filmstrip - 10%

Simulator - 10%

> ARCO’s class will utilize the percentages detailed on pages 29-30 of this imple-
mentation plan.

(ii) Amount of time by method of presentation:

Subject X - 4 hour lecture plus I hour videotape,
Subject Y - 2 hour lecture plus I hour filmstrip.

> ARCO’s class will utilize the percentages detailed on pages 29-30 of this imple-
mentation plan.

(5) A narrative description of the testing procedures (including a copy of
a sample written test(s) to be given to candidates in each job classification).
Testing procedures shall meet the following criteria:
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>ARCO’s testing procedures are described on page 31 of this Proposal and Imple-
mentation Plan.

(i) Take-home tests shall not be permitted.

> Take-home tests are not permitted as SimStation technology makes such actions
impossible.

(ii) A candidate must correctly answer at least 70 percent of all
test questions of each testing element to receive a passing grade.  A trainee
who receives less than a passing grade on one or more testing elements may
be considered to have passed those course elements or options for which the
trainee received passing grades.  For example, a student who is seeking certi-
fication in drilling “well control, well-completion and well-makeover well
control, and well servicing and receives grades of 70 percent or above on the
drilling well control portion of the test and the Well- Completion and well
workover portion of the test but receives a grade below 70 percent on the
well-servicing portion of the test, would receive certification in drilling well
control and well-completion and well-workover well control only.

> ARCO’s testing policy and procedures includes the following:

* A score of 70 or above on the certification test is necessary for certifica-
tion.

(iii) Tests shall be given for each area of training.

> ARCO’s testing policy and procedures includes the following:
* Tests are comprehensive and cover all areas of information presented in

the course.

(iv) Tests shall be non-repetitive and confidential.  All test results
shall be retained in the student’s file.

> ARCO’s testing policy and procedures includes the following:

*Tests are non-repetitive and confidential.
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* All test results (as well as copies of each test taken) shall remain in the
employee’s file.

* Tests are randomly selected from banks totaling more than 500 questions,
insuring non-repetition.

* Scores are password-secured and not shown to anyone except the student.

(v) A retest may be given to a candidate provided that the retest is
accomplished within 48 hours of the initial test.  Questions or problems used
to retest a candidate shall be different from but of comparable difficulty to
the questions and problems used in the original test.  If a candidate fails to
answer correctly at least 70 percent of all questions and problems on a retest,
the candidate must repeat and successfully complete the entire basic course
before be/she receives a certificate of successful completion.

> ARCO’s testing policy and procedures includes the following:

* Retests must be taken within 48 hours of the initial test.

* Tests used in the retest will be a different version of the test.

* Failure to score 70 or more on the retest will require the attendee to repeat
the entire basic course.

(6) A copy of proposed handouts, materials, or manuals to be provided
and retained for use and future reference by the candidates.  These combined
reference materials shall form a student’s complete training manual.

> ARCO has provided handout materials as appendices to the study guide. Ex-
amples of these handouts can be found in each of the two study guides submitted
for approval.

(7) A copy of the proposed certificate of successful completion designed
to include the following:

(i) Candidate’s full name.
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(ii) Either a candidate’s social security number or an MMS-issued
identification number.

(iii) Name of the training organization.

(iv) Course name (e.g., Basic Course in Drilling Well Control).

(v) Option (e.g., subsea BOP stack qualification).

(vi) Date of successful completion.

(vii) job classification for which certificate is awarded (e.g., drill-
ing supervisor), and

(viii) For refresher courses, the date of most recent successful
completion of basic course or advanced course for which the refresher course
is given.

> An example of certificate of successful completion can be found in on page 32
of this proposal. The certificate complies with the requirements of 250.211
(c)(7)(i-viii). In addition to the full size (7 X 5) certificate, a wallet card is also
given to each student who successfully completes the course.

(8) The applicant shall also state the special methods that will be used to
instruct and test those individual candidates who are believed to be qualified
but who respond poorly to conventional education and testing techniques.
The special methods may include, but need not be limited to, oral assistance
during testing and/or tutorial assistance.

> All ARCO-generated print materials will be printed using high legibility
typefaces of 12 points or greater. Video and computer generated screens will con-
form to standard legibility guidelines to improve reading ease for those with some
degree of visual correction. Most video or computer generated text will be nar-
rated. To equalize test opportunity for those candidates with reading disabilities or
dyslexia, ARCO provides the option of having all questions without a visual com-
ponent read aloud on demand. Further assistance, if required, will be available
from the Test Administrator.
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March 1, 1996

Minerals Management Service
Chief, Inspection and Enforcement Division
Mail Stop 4800
381 Elden Street
Herndon, VA 22070-4817

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am submitting ARCO Exploration and Production Technology’s Basic Produc-
tion Safety Systems course to you for approval. As per 30 CFR 250.211, I have
enclosed two copies each of the training manual and the implementation plan.

Please let me know if you need anything else. I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Kenneth E. Heideman
ARCO Exporation and Production Technology, Inc.

dam
Enclosures:
2 ea., Proposed Study Guide, loose leaf binder format
2 ea., Proposed Implementation and Training Plan, loose leaf binder format

Copy of cover letter.
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Persons working with oil or gas production on offshore platforms are required to have

production safety system training. According to 30 CFR, Part 250, Subpart O, this training

must consist of a basic production safety system course and a production safety system

refresher.  The basic training is required every four years and the refresher is required on

the two-year anniversary between sessions of the basic course.

Some exploration and production companies comply with this requirement by having

employees attend a MMS approved third party course.  Other E&P companies use an in-

company approved course. During 1992 and 1993, the Interactive Technology Transfer

(ITT) group of ARCO Exploration and Production Technology, Inc. designed and built a

delivery platform called S IM S TATION   for interactive video training.  Using this delivery

platform, instruction and simulations have been developed for all of the safety device tests

required by MMS of offshore operators.  Production Safety Systems Training was devel-

oped in close cooperation with the management and operators of Vastar Resources, Inc.,

and with the advice and council of the Minerals Management Service. PSST underwent

extensive testing and revision under a provisional approval from the MMS.

This proposal is to use the S IM S TATION  technology supplemented with additional printed

materials as the training to meet the basic production safety system requirements of 30

CFR, Part 250, Subpart O.

Introduction
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Basic Course Proposal
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The proposed basic training package consists of the S IM S TAT IO N  delivery platform, a
study guide, eight instructional laserdisks, a training administrator�s guide, and a
CD ROM disk containing the certification test.

S IM S TAT IO N �s hardware includes a monitor, speakers, a computer and laserdisk player.
The eight laserdisks contain video segments and graphics which are controlled by
and supplemented with the computer. The candidate controls the pace through the
units.

The studyguide, which will be retained by the candidate after completion of the
production safety system training, contains:

� introductory material for the course
� instructions for using S IM S TAT IO N
� role definition for the training administrator
� definition of applicable terms
� regulation excerpts
� training sequence instructions
� 30 CFR Chapter II
� API RP14C, Fourth Edition

The proposed basic production safety system training consists of an introduction,
ten instructional units, which include the 10 interactive modules, and the required
regulatory material.

The suggested order of instructional and testing activity is outlined in Figure 1 on
the following page. Activities for the candidate are the square-cornered symbols.
Training administrator activities are the round-cornered symbols with shading.

Typically, the candidate will start in the studyguide, move to the S IM S TAT IO N  for fur-
ther interactive instruction and simulations, take a post unit test on the S IM S TAT IO N
and return to the studyguide for the next unit. If at any time the candidate has
questions or problems, the training administrator will be the contact.

When the candidate has completed the ten instructional units and repeated the
simulations as needed, he/she would contact the training administrator for the
certification test. This test is a secured document on the S IM S TAT IO N . To initiate the
test, the training administrator inserts/the CD ROM disk for the test. Following
initiation of the test, the candidate completes the test. The successful candidate will
be awarded a completion certificate and identification card.

The Training Package
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Give candidate
Certificate, ID card
and Study Guide

Figure 1
Sequence of P roduction Safety System Training (B asic)

Provide candidate
with andStudy Guide

SimStation

Read "Getting
Started" in

Study Guide

Log on to
SimStation

Verify MMS Record
on

SimStation

Read Unit 1
"Introduction" in

Study Guide

Complete
"Introduction: Testing

Offshore Safety
Devices" on
SimStation

Read Unit 3 "Level
Safety High/Low" in

Study Guide

Complete "Level
Safety High/Low on

SimStation

Read Unit 4
"Pressure Safety

Devices" in
Study Guide

Complete "Pressure
Safety High/Low" on

SimStation

Complete "Pressure
Safety Valves" on

SimStation

Read Unit 5
"Emergency

Shutdown and
Downhole Systems"

in Study Guide

Complete "Well
Control Panel I" on

SimStation

Complete "Well
Control Panel II" on

SimStation

Read Unit 6
"Fire/Gas Detection

and Fired Vessels" in
Study Guide

Complete "Smoke,
Thermal, UV, Gas

Detection" on
SimStation

Read and Complete
Unit 7 "Safety

Analysis and System
Design" in

Study Guide

Complete
"Safety Analysis and
System Design" on

SimStation

Review any/all
or

material
Study Guide

SimStation

Pass the Certification
Test with 70% Score

Unlock Certification
Test on SimStation

Remove
Study Guide

Give candidate
Certificate, ID card
and Study Guide

Complete "Mainte-
nance, Installation
and Repair" on
SimStation

Read Unit 2 "Mainte-
nance, Installation
and Repair" in
Study Guide

Read Unit 8
"Pollution Prevention

and Control" in
Study Guide

Read Unit 9
"Well Completion and
Workover Operations"

in Study Guide

Read Unit 10
"Regulatory Materials"

in Study Guide

Complete
"Regulatory Materials"

on SimStation
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Basic
CURRICULUM OUTLINE

The proposed production safety system training package is completely self-paced
with the pace being controlled by the candidate. As a result, no instructional hours
or days are listed with the outline. The ten units of training are intense and candi-
dates are encouraged not to attempt all units at one or two sittings. Depending on
the background of the candidate, to complete the ten-unit curriculum as outlined
below will require between 18 and 27 hours of focused time. Research conducted
by Vastar Resouces, Inc. in cooperation with ARCO Interactive Technology Trans-
fer during the provisional period showed minimums of around 12 hours to a maxi-
mum of around 35 hours. Interestingly, scores did not vary greatly. These results
support years of research indicating the high efficiency and the truly equal oppor-
tunity nature of interactive instruction.

Orientation
Minerals Management Service
Production Safety System Training
Administrator
S IM S TAT IO N

The Basics
Computer, mouse, mouse pad
Using the mouse
Security
Main menu
Pause button
Handling laserdisks
Volume control
System lockup

Unit 1:  Introduction to Offshore Safety Devices
Steps to study Unit 1
Definitions
Safety Device Symbols and Identification
Protection Concepts
Undesirable Events
Protective Shut-In Action
Inspection and Testing
Safety Sensors
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PSST Basic Curriculum Outline continued

Records
S IM S TAT IO N  - Introduction: Testing Offshore Safety Devices

Pretest
Test Equipment Components
Test Equipment Operation
Posttest

Unit 2:  Maintenance, Installation, and Repair of Offshore Safety Devices
Steps to study Unit 2
Definitions
The Surface Safety Valve
Surface-Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve
Control Relay, Block-and-Bleed, Manual
Pressure Safety High/Pressure Safety Low Sensor
Pressure Safety Valve
Level Safety High/Level Safety Low
Flow Safety Valve
Burner Safety Low
Temperature Safety High
S IM S TAT IO N  - Maintenance, Installation, and Repair of Safety Devices

Pretest
Components and function of the SSV
Components and function of the SCSSV
Components and function of the SSCSV
Components and function of the CRBBM
Simulation: Remove, repair, and replace of the CRBBM
Components and function of the Axelson ESP Sensor
Simulation: Maintenance of the Axelson ESP Sensor
Components and function of the PSV
Components and function of the LSH/L
Components and function of the FSV
Simulation: Remove, repair, and replace of the FSV
Components and function of the BSL
Simulation: Field adjustment of the BSL
Components and function of the TSH
Posttest

Unit 3:  Level Safety High/Low
Steps to study Unit 3
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PSST Basic Curriculum Outline continued

Definitions
Containment System
Undesirable Events

Leaks
Liquid Overflow
Gas Blowby

S IM S TAT IO N  - Level Safety High/Level Safety Low
Pretest
Key Steps for Testing Pressure Vessels
Key Steps for Testing Non-Pressure Vessels
Potential Problems
Simulation Exercise
Posttest

Unit 4:  Pressure Safety Devices
Steps to study Unit 4
Definitions
Undesirable Events

Overpressure
Underpressure
Pressure Vessels
Flowlines

S IM S TAT IO N  - Pressure Safety High/Pressure Safety Low
Pretest
Key Steps Using the Nitrogen Test Bottle
Key Steps Using the Hydraulic Hand Pump
Potential Problems
Simulation Exercise
Posttest

S IM S TAT IO N  - Pressure Safety Valves
Pretest
Key Testing Steps
Potential Problems
Simulation Exercise
Possttest

Unit 5:  Emergency Shutdown and Downhole Systems
Steps to study Unit 5
Definitions
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PSST Basic Curriculum Outline continued

Emergency Shutdown System
Subsurface Safety Devices
Surface Safety Valve
Underwater Safety Valve
Subsurface Safety Valves

S IM S TAT IO N  - Well Control Panel I
Pretest
Introduction to the Well Control Panel
Key Steps for Testing Pressure Safety High/Pressure Safety Low
Potential PSH/PSL Problems
Simulation Exercise
Posttest

S IM S TAT IO N  - Well Control Panel II
Pretest
Testing Emergency Shutdown Timing
SSV/FSV Testing
Downhole Testing
Well Bay Testing Simulation
Posttest

Unit 6:  Fire/Gas Detection and Fired Vessels
Steps to study Unit 6
Definitions
Fire Loop System
Other Fire Detection Systems
Combustible Gas Detection System
Adequate Ventilation
Excess Temperature (Fired and Exhaust Heated Components)
Direct Ignition Source (Fired Components)
Excess Combustible Vapors in the Firing Chamber (Fired Component)
Fire Fighting Systems
S IM S TAT IO N - Smoke, Thermal, UV, Gas Detection

Pretest
Testing Smoke and Thermal Detection
Key Steps for Testing Ultraviolet Detection
Key Steps for Testing Gas Detection
Potential Problems
Simulation Exercise
Posttest
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Unit 7:  Safety Analysis and System Design
Steps to study Unit 7
Production Platform Surface Safety System
Emergency Support System
Safety Analysis

Safety Analysis Table
Safety Analysis Checklist
Safety Analysis Function Evaluation
Flowchart Exercise

S IM S TAT IO N - Safety Analysis and System Design
Safety Analysis Table
Safety Analysis Checklist
Safety Analysis Function Evaluation

Unit 8:  Pollution Prevention and Control
Steps to study Unit 8
Inspection and Records
Spill Procedures
Spill Reporting
Contingency Plans
Training

Unit 9:  Well Completion and Workover Operations
Steps to study Unit 9
Definitions
Wellwork on a Producing Platform
Wireline Operations

Unit 10:  Regulatory Materials
Steps to study Unit 10
The Code of Federal Regulations
What you need to know
S IM S TAT IO N - Regulatory Materials

PSST Basic Curriculum Outline continued
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I nstructors, as defined by the regulation, Section 250.211, (c) (2), will not be
needed for the proposed production safety system training. A Regional Training
Administrator (RTA) will be responsible for each location where this training will
be offered. Additionally, Platform Supervisors may be designated as Training
Administrators (TA).

The RTA will be a Safety and Training Professional  This individual is assigned
to a specific geographical location and is a safety and training professional with
operational experience. The individual designated as a RTA or TA will have at-
tended and be up-to-date on basic and refresher production safety system training.
RTA’s will keep their certification up-to-date by completing MMS approved
courses. The RTA’s tasks include, among other responsibilities, tracking the train-
ing requirements of each OCS employee. When an employee requires basic train-
ing, the Regional Training Administrator will inform the employee and issue the
training materials, or issue the materials to a Training Administrator who will
arrange for the training within the time required for compliance.

During the time that the employee is taking the basic training, the RTA or TA will
either be present or respond within 10 minutes to answer questions or discuss
issues with the employee.  After the employee has indicated he/she is ready to take
the certification test and the RTA or TA has determined the candidate has success-
fully completed all of the units, the administrator will load and unlock a CD-ROM
from which the computer will generate a unique test for that employee.

After the employee completes the test, the RTA or TA will verify that the em-
ployee has been successful. The RTA or TA will issue to each successful employee
a signed completion certificate and identification card and the RTA will forward a
letter of completion to Chief, Offshore Inspection and Enforcement Division,
MMS. If the candidate has been unsuccessful, the RTA or TA will work with the
candidate to retake portions of the course and to sit for another certification test
within the 48-hour limit. RTA’s will be responsible for updating records at the
permanent records site within 5 days of TA-conducted training.
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All approved training locations and the ARCO Interactive Technology Transfer
group have a room dedicated for the setup of the hardware.  The room has a table
for the  delivery system along with table top space for the candidate to read and do
exercises.  The room can be closed off from distractions for added concentration.
Candidates would use this room for completing the proposed training.

Due to the portable nature of SimStation, training may take place offshore. The
MMS will be notified by the established method when and where such training will
be held. SimStation will serve as a temporary records repository until the Regional
Training Administrator returns to his/her office of record. All training conditions
described in this Proposal and Implementation Plan will be met as stated. Training
Administrators not in the immediate area where training is taking place will re-
spond to queries within ten minutes of a page.  Additionally, candidates will be
consulted as to the suitability of the conditions of training. Reasonable objections
will be dealt with without prejudice, including postponing training to allow training
to take place at a shorebase or other location meeting the candidates needs.

The proposed production safety system training permanent record storage will be
at the office of record of the Regional Training Administrator in charge of the re-
gion. At each location, a complete training records system is maintained to track
each employee assigned to that shorebase.
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Training, testing and recordkeeping for approved client company Training Administrators

will be at:

ARCO Interactive Technology Transfer
2300 W. Plano Parkway
Suite E-1211
Plano, TX  75075
(214) 509-3984

1. From DFW International Airport, leave via the North Exit.

2. Take Hwy 121 North to IH 635, the LBJ Freeway.

3. Take IH 635 East to U.S. 75, the North Central Expressway.

4. Take US 75 North towards Plano/Sherman. This is a LEFT exit from IH-635.
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(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

(ARCO PLANO RESEARCH CENTER DIRECTIONS, CONTINUED)

5. Exit Plano Parkway and turn left (west) at the light.

6. The ARCO Plano Research Center is on the left, at 2300 W. Plano Parkway.

7. Enter at the main entrance and park in marked visitor parking near the main entrance.

8. Enter at the main entrance and have the security desk call ITT at ext. 3984.
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Studyguide activity 31%

Interactive instruction 29%

Hands-on simulation 40%

Material Presentation Method
The instructional methods for the proposed production safety system training

include studyguide activity, interactive instruction and hands-on simulation. These

methods breakdown in the following way:

Estimated presentation time by presentation method for the proposed training is as follows:

Orientation 0.5 hour studyguide activity

Introduction to safety systems 1 hour studyguide activity

Test equipment components 1 hour interactive instruction
Test equipment operation 1 hour hands-on simulation

Maintenance, Installation, and 1 hour study guide activity
Repair of Offshore Safety Devices 1 hour interactive instruction

2 hours hands-on simulation

Level safety high/low 1 hour studyguide activity
1 hour interactive instruction
1.5 hours hands-on simulation

Pressure safety devices 1 hour studyguide activity
2 hours interactive instruction
2.5 hours hands-on simulation

Emergency shutdown and downhole 1 hour studyguide activity
systems 2.5 hours interactive instruction

3.5 hours hands-on simulation

Fire/gas detection and fired vessels 1 hour studyguide activity
1 hour interactive instruction
1.5 hours hands-on simulation

Safety analysis and system design 1 hour studyguide activity
1 hour hands-on simulation

Safety analysis function evaluation 0.5 hour studyguide activity
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Pollution prevention and control 0.5 hour studyguide activity

Well completion and workover 0.5  hour studyguide activity
operations

Regulatory materials 1 hour interactive instruction

Certification Test 1 hour interactive activity

ARCO Policy for Certification

I. Course participants who fail to complete any part of the course shall make up
the missed portion within 7 days of the beginning the course before being allow to
take the certification test and before a certificate of successful completion is
awarded.

II. A student who fails to complete 3 or more modules (12 hours) of instruction in
Basic Production Safety Systems Training shall repeat and successfully complete
the entire course.
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All testing for the proposed production safety system training will be administered on
S IM STATION . There is a pretest and posttest for each S IM S TATION  module which can be taken
whenever the candidate works on a module. There is a final or certification test for the
candidate after all units have been completed for which one hour is allotted.

The pretests and posttests will have questions from the studyguide material and the hands-
on material. For purposes of certification, these test scores will not be recorded.  To
progress with the greatest benefit, the candidate is encouraged to make at least 70 percent
on each module posttest. The scores will provide the candidate with feedback on his/her
progress through the training. These tests will always have the same questions.

When a candidate has completed all units, he/she will contact the training administrator. At
this point, the administrator will take back the studyguide, load and unlock a S IM S TATION
certification test for the candidate. The candidate�s final test will be 126 questions from the
attached bank of 574 questions.  Note that the test bank is numbered sequentially to match
the random test generator program.  To reflect the actual structure of the test generator, the
questions on pages 42-129 are shown as they appear in the CD-ROM database.  Questions
containing more than one part count as more than one question when chosen by the test
generator, i.e., the PSV ID question on page 71 counts as 10 questions.  When these are
added to the 474 single response questions, the total bank equals 574 questions.  It may also
be noted that the test breakdown below does not reference every module.  While not spe-
cifically referenced to avoid redundancy, questions reference all material presented in the
course whether in print, video, or simulation.

The final test will have the following breakdown of questions:

� 21 questions on abbreviation identification (same on each test)
� 25 questions for proper location of safety system devices (same on each test)
� 24 randomly chosen questions out of 132 for material in Unit 1
� 7 randomly chosen questions out of 51 for material in Unit 3
� 22 randomly chosen questions out of 147 for material in Unit 3
� 10 randomly chosen questions out of 78 for material in Unit 4
� 12 randomly chosen questions out of 90 for material in Unit 5
� 2 randomly chosen questions out of 15 for material in Unit 6
� 3 randomly chosen questions out of 16 for material in Unit 7

Using this strategy, different candidates will get different final tests.

After the candidate has completed the final test, S IM S TATION  will provide a score. The admin-
istrator will then sign the certificate and identification card and return the candidate�s
studyguide. In the event the candidate does not score 70 percent, the candidate will be
encouraged to review those units which were missed and to retake a final test within the
48-hour limit. The testing procedures are summarized with the diagram in Figure 2.

Testing Procedures
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This certifies that

Job Classification

   Social Security #

Certificate of Completion

This certificate, awarded this _____________________________  day of

______________. _______ is given in recognition of the trainee's successful

completion of the prescribed program.
 Certified By: Expires:

Production Safety System Training (Basic)

has  completed the course entitled

S IM S TAT IO N

Certificate of Completion

 Certified By:

This certifies that:

   SSN :

Job Classification:

has completed the course entitled
Production Safety System Training (Basic)

Expires:

Wallet Card

S IM S TATIO N
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Select MMS
Certification from

Main Menu

Candidate prepared to
take the Certification

Test

Insert  CD-ROM
for  MMS

Certification
Test

Enter Password

Remove Study
Guide and other
materials from

room

Test score 70% or
above?

Message that
score is below

70%

Encourage study
and retake test
within 48 hours

No

Candidate
ActionsManual

Operations

Keyboard Entry
Display

Congratulatory
Message

Enter Password

Give Candidate
Certificate and

ID Card
Yes

Remove and Secure
CD-ROM

Figure 2: Sequence
for Testing, Scores,

and Certificates

Legend
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Match the abbreviation to the definition

abbreviations

PSH

PSL

LSH

LSL

ASH

FSV

PSV

PSE

BSL

ESD

SSCSV

TSH

TSL

BSL

BDV

BMI

FSL

SDV

TSE

PSD

SCSSV

Temperature Safety High

Pressure Safety Valve

Subsurface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve

Temperature Safety Element

Pressure Safety Low

Burner Safety Low

Level Safety High

Blower Motor Interlock

Temperature Safety Low

Platform Shutdown

Level Safety Low

Shut Down Valve

Burner Safety Low

Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve

Blow Down Valve

Pressure Safety High

Analyzer Safety High

Flow Safety Low

Pressure Safety Element

Flow Safety Valve

Emergency Shut Down
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PSV

1

PSH

2

PSL

3

FSV

4

LSH

LSL

LSL

7

FSV

8

FSV

9

FSV

10

PSV

11

PSH

12

PSL

13

FSV

14

LSH

15

LSL

16

LSL

17

FSV

18FSV

19

FSV

20

FSV

21

PSH

22

PSL

23

SSV

24

TO H .P.
R EL IEF H EA D ER

TO L .P.
V EN T H E A D E R

GAY -M 100
IN LET M AN IFOLD

TO
P R O C E SS

D R AIN
H E AD ER

FR O M
R E C L AIM E D

O IL
H EA D ERGAS WELL

M B D -V1 00
H .P. G R O U P S EPAR ATO R

M BD -V 10 2
TE S T S E PAR ATO R

R E C O R D
A N D

C O N TIN U E

Label each device on th is
diagram by clicking on one
of these labels, then clicking
on each of the corresponding
devices on the diagram. You
may change your choices at
an tim e until you click on
"RECO R D AN D C ON TIN U E."

PSV

PSV

PSH

2

PSL

SSVPSH

FSV

FSL

LSL

LSHPSV

Locate each of the following safety devices on the diagram
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This section of the test is multiple choice.  The correct choice is boldfaced and underlined.

Unit 1 questions, 24 from this bank

One of the following three
1. Offshore platforms in Federal waters of the Gulf of Mexico are regulated by the U.S. Department of
the Interior through the

A. Environmental Protection Agency
B. Mineral Management Service
C. Texas Railroad Commission
D. Housing and Urban Development

2. Offshore platforms in Federal waters of the Gulf of Mexico are regulated by the U.S. Department of
the Interior through the Environmental Protection Agency

A. True

B. False

3. Offshore platforms in Federal waters of the Gulf of Mexico are regulated by the U.S. Department of
the Interior through the Mineral Management Service

A. True

B. False

4. The compliance officers who inspect your offshore platform are employed by
A. Environmental Protection Agency
B. Mineral Management Service
C. Texas Railroad Commission
D. Housing and Urban Development
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One of the following two
5. A condition that occurs in a process component when an operating variable ranges outside of its
normal operating limits is a/an

A. detectable abnormal condition
B. platform shutdown
C. flow safety problem
D. abnormal operating condition

6. An abnormal operating condition
A. causes an ESD
B. is detectable
C. occurs in a process component when an operating variable ranges outside of its normal
operating limits
D. may be a flow safety problem

One of the following two
7. An abnormal operating condition that can be automatically detected is a

A. detectable abnormal condition
B. process shutdown
C. vacuum
D. vent

8. An abnormal operating condition is a detectable abnormal condition if
A. it can be automatically detected
B. it causes a process shutdown
C. it results in a loss of vacuum
D. venting occurs

One of the following two
9. Improper performance of a device or equipment item that prevents completion of its design function
is called a

A. shutdown
B. failure
C. fire loop
D. back flow
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10. Failure of a device or equipment item is defined as
A. a platform shutdown
B. Improper performance of a device or equipment item that prevents completion of its design
function
C. an accident
D. an incident

One of the following two
11. Any condition of a device or an equipment item that causes it to operate improperly, but does not
prevent the performance of its design function is

A. underpressure
B. process shutdown
C. malfunction
D. platform safety system

12. A malfunction is any condition of a device or an equipment item that causes
A. underpressure
B. process shutdown
C. an ESD
D. improper operation, but does not prevent the performance of its design function

One of the following five
13. Which of the following contains an item which is NOT one of the eight Undesirable Events?

A. Overpressure, Leak, Liquid Overflow
B. Gas Blowby, Underpressure, Vacuum
C. Direct Ignition Source, Excess Temperature
D. Excess Combustible Vapors in the Firing Chamber (Fired Component)

14. Which of the following contains an item which is NOT one of the eight Undesirable Events?
A. Overpressure, Leak, Liquid Overflow
B. Gas Blowby, Underpressure
C. Direct Ignition Source, Excess Temperature
D. Water Vapor in the Chamber

15. Which of the following contains an item which is NOT one of the eight Undesirable Events?
A. Overpressure, Leak, Liquid Overflow, Venting
B. Gas Blowby, Underpressure,
C. Direct Ignition Source, Excess Temperature
D. Excess Combustible Vapors in the Firing Chamber (Fired Component)
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16. Which of the following contains an item which is NOT one of the eight Undesirable Events?
A. Overpressure, Leak, Liquid Overflow
B. Gas Blowby, Underpressure, Overpressure, Direct Ignition Source
C. Backflow, Excess Temperature
D. Excessive Vapors in the Chamber (Atmospheric Vessel)

17. Which of the following is the correct list of the eight Undesirable Events?
A. Overpressure, Failure, Leak, Underpressure, Vent, Excessive Temperature, Liquid Over-
flow, Gas Blowby.
B. Overpressure, Leak, Liquid Overflow, Gas Blowby, Underpressure, Excess Temperature,
Direct Ignition Source, Excess Combustible Vapors in the Firing Chamber.
C. Vacuum, Leak, Liquid Overflow, Underpressure, Failure, Excessive Temperature, Excess
Combustible Vapors in the Firing Chamber.
D. Liquid Overflow, Malfunction, Vacuum, Underpressure, Excessive Temperature, Direct Ig-
nition Source, Leak, Excess Combustible Vapors in the Firing Chamber.

One of the following four
18. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for Overpressure in an atmospheric vessel?

A. High Temperature
B. High Pressure
C. Low Pressure
D. None of the above

19. High pressure in an atmospheric vessel is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for
A. High Temperature
B. Overpressure
C. Low Pressure
D. Underpressure

20. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for Overpressure in an atmospheric vessel?
A. High Temperature
B. Excessive Venting
C. Low Pressure
D. None of the above

21. What Detectable Abnormal Condition does high pressure in an atmospheric vessel represent?
A. High Temperature
B. Overpressure
C. Low Pressure
D. Malfunction
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22. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for a Large Leak in an atmospheric vessel?
A. Low Pressure
B. Level Safety Low
C. High Level
D. Low Level

23. Inspection of offshore safety devices can be:
A. periodically routinely required
B. scheduled at any tine
C. 24 hours a day, 7  days  a  week
D. all of the above
E. none of the above

24. Which of the following is not a requirement for storing or moving extra nitrogen bottles:
A. bottle capped
B. bottle secured in an upright manner
C. bottle secured to approved dolly
D. bottle emptied of unused nitrogen

25. The pressure regulator on the test manifold should be used to set a pressure limit below the maxi-
mum working pressure of the device being tested and:

A. plus/minus 5% of the test gauge maximum pressure
B. equal to the test gauge maximum pressure.
C. above the test gauge maximum pressure
D. None of the above

26. The hydraulic hand pump can be operated either horizontally or vertically as long as the cylinder
end is

A. Up
B. Down
C. Attached
D. Extended

27. When pumping, the hydraulic hand pump filler cap should be in what position?
A. open
B. closed
C. vent
D. vertical
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28. The accuracy of the manifold test gauge should be within:
A. ± .1% Full Scale
B. ± .5% Full Scale
C. ± 2% Full Scale
D. ± 4% Full Scale

29. Before performing a test, all pressure system components should be rated
A. lower than the pressure needed to perform the test
B. the same as the pressure needed to perform the test
C. not more than 5% higher than the pressure needed to perform the test
D. None of the above

30. When testing with a hand pump, why is it important to reduce pressure using the bleed off needle
valve instead of using the pump vent valve?

A. Reduce the risk of bringing debris into the pump valve
B. Protect the pump from being overpressured
C. Both A and B
D. None of the above

31. The pressure regulator on the test manifold should be used to set a pressure limit below the maxi-
mum working pressure of the device being tested and:

A. below the test gauge maximum pressure
B. equal to the test gauge maximum pressure
C. above the test gauge maximum pressure
D. None of the above

32. Which part of the hydraulic hand pump holds the hydraulic oil supply?
A. Cylinder Plunger
B. Pump Cylinder
C. Filler Cap
D. Pump Reservoir

33. On the nitrogen bottle test manifold, the gauge closest to the nitrogen bottle,
A. indicates pressure coming from the nitrogen bottle
B. indicates pressure passing through the regulator
C. is an accurate test gauge
D. should not be relied upon
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34. What is the standard psi rating for the stainless steel quick connects used for connecting the nitro-
gen bottle to the test port?

A. 2000
B. 3000
C. 3500
D. 1500

35. When selecting the test gauge, the anticipated pressure range to conduct the test should be between:
A. 0 and 50% of test gauge range
B. 20 and 80 % of test gauge range
C. 50 and 100% of test gauge range
D. None of the above

36. Why should nitrogen bottles be capped and secured in an upright manner? Choose the BEST an-
swer.

A. Stop corrosion
B. Prevent them from falling or being bumped over
C. To provide even flow of pressure
D. As a matter of good housekeeping

37. What step(s) should be completed before moving a nitrogen bottle?
A. Bottle emptied
B. Capped and secured upright to a dolly
C. Remove cap and attach test manifold
D. Bleed down the manifold

38. If the bottle’s outlet valve accidentally sheared off, it could:
A.Propel the bottle like a rocket
B. Severely injure any bystanders
C. Kill you
D. All of the above

One of the following two
39. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for Liquid Overflow in a pressure vessel?

A. High Level
B. High Pressure
C. High Temperature
D. High Fuel
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40. What is the Undesirable Event indicated by high level in a pressure vessel?
A. Liquid Overflow
B. High Pressure
C. High Temperature
D. High Fuel

One of the following two
41. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for Underpressure in a pressure vessel?

A. Low Level
B. Level Safety Low
C. Low Pressure
D. Low Temperature

42. What is the Undesirable Event indicated by low pressure in a pressure vessel?
A. Low Level
B. Level Safety Low
C. Underpressure
D. Low Temperature

43. Which of the following is the Undesirable Event indicated by low level?
A. High Temperature
B. Level Safety High
C. Gas Blowby
D. Flame Failure

One of the following two
44. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for Direct Ignition Source (Hot Surfaces)?

A. High Temperature
B. Low Temperature
C. High Level
D. Low Pressure

45. What Undesirable Event does high temperature indicate?
A. Direct Ignition Source (Hot Surfaces)
B. Low Temperature
C. High Level
D. Low Pressure
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One of the following two
46. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for Underpressure in an atmospheric vessel?

A. Low Level
B. High Pressure
C. Low Temperature
D. Low Pressure

47. What Undesirable Event does low pressure indicate in an atmospheric vessel?
A. Low Level
B. Underpressure
C. Low Temperature
D. High Pressure

One of the following two
48. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for Liquid Overflow in an atmospheric vessel?

A. High Level
B. High Pressure
C. High Temperature
D. Low Pressure

49. What Undesirable Event is indicated by high level in an atmospheric vessel?
A. Liquid Overflow

B. High Pressure
C. High Temperature
D. Low Pressure

One of the following two
50. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for Overpressure in a pressure vessel?

A. Audible Alarm
B. High Temperature
C. High Pressure
D. Low Level

51. What Undesirable Event is indicated by high pressure in a pressure vessel?
A. High Level
B. Overpressure
C. High Temperature
D. Low Pressure
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One of the following two
52. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for Excessive Temperature (Stack)?

A. Low Air Flow
B. Flame Failure
C. High Temperature
D. Low Temperature

53. Which of the following is the Undesirable Event indicated by high temperature?
A. Low Air Flow
B. Flame Failure
C. Excessive Temperature (Stack)
D. Low Temperature

54. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for Direct Ignition Source (Natural Draft)?
A. Low Air Flow
B. High Temperature
C. High Pressure
D. Low Level

55. High temperature is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for
A. Low Air Flow
B. Overtemperature
C. Direct Ignition Source (Natural Draft)
D. Low Level

One of the following two
56. What is the Detectable Abnormal Condition for Direct Ignition Source (Stack)?

A. Low Air Temperature
B. Low Level
C. High Air Flow
D. High Temperature

57. What is the Undesirable Event indicated by high temperature?
A. Low Air Temperature
B. Low Level
C. High Air Flow
D. Direct Ignition Source (Stack)
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One of the following three
58. What is the Test Interval for SCSSV’s?

A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. 1 Month

59. The test interval for SCSSV’s is 6 months.
A. True

B. False

60. The test interval for SCSSV’s is 12 months.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
61. What is the Test Interval for Tubing Plugs?

A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly

62. The test interval for Tubing Plugs is 6 months.
A. True

B. False

63. The test interval for Tubing Plugs is 3 months.
A. True

B. False

64. What is the Test Interval for Injection Valves.
A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly
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65. The Test Interval for Injection Valves is 6 months.
A. True

B. False

66. The Test Interval for Injection Valves is monthly.
A. True

B. False

67. What is the Test Interval for SSCSV’s not installed in a landing nipple?
A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly

68. What is the Test Interval for SSCSV’s installed in a landing nipple?
A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly

69. The Test Interval for SSCSV’s installed in a landing nipple is 12 months.
A. True

B. False

70. The Test Interval for SSCSV’s installed in a landing nipple is 6 months.
A. True

B. False

72. The Test Interval for SSV’s and USV’s is monthly.
A. True

B. False

73. The Test Interval for SSV’s and USV’s is every 3 months.
A. True

B. False
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One of the following three
74. What is the Test Interval for SDV’s and BDV’s.

A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly

75. The Test Interval for SDV’s and BDV’s is monthly.
A. True

B. False

76. The Test Interval for SDV’s and BDV’s is annually.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
77. The Test Interval for PSH/L’s is monthly.

A. True

B. False

78. What is the Test Interval for PSH/L’s?
 A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly

79. The Test Interval for PSH/L’s is every 6 months.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
80. What is the Test Interval for LSH/L’s ?

A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly
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81. The Test Interval for LSH/L’s is monthly.
A. True

B. False

82. The Test Interval for LSH/L’s is every 6 months.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
83. The Test Interval for ASH’s is

A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly

84. The Test Interval for ASH’s is every 3 months.
A. True

B. False

85. The Test Interval for ASH’s is every 6 months.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
86. What is the Test Interval for USH’s and YSH’s?

A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly

87. The Test Interval for USH’s and YSH’s is every 3 months.
A. True

B. False
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88. The Test Interval for USH’s and YSH’s is every 6 months.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
89. What is the Test Interval for Compressor TSH’s?

A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly

90. The Test Interval for Compressor TSH’s is every 6 months.
A. True

B. False

91. The Test Interval for Compressor TSH’s is every 3 months.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
92. What is the Test Interval for Fired Component TSH’s?

A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly

93. The Test Interval for Fired Component TSH’s is annually.
A. True

B. False
94. The Test Interval for Fired Component TSH’s is every 3 months.

A. True

B. False
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One of the following three
95. What is the Test Interval for TSL’s and BSL’s?

A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly

96. The Test Interval for TSL’s and BSL’s is annually.
A. True

B. False

97. The Test Interval for TSL’s and BSL’s is every 3 months.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
98. What is the Test Interval for PSV’s?

A. Annually
B. 6 Months
C. 3 Months
D. Monthly

99. The Test Interval for PSV’s is annually.
A. True

B. False

100. The Test Interval for PSV’s is monthly.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
101. When selecting a test gauge for testing PSH/L pilots, the anticipated range of test pressure should
be

A. between 0 and 50% of the gauge range.
B. between 20 and 80% of the gauge range.
C. between 50 and 100% of the gauge range.
D. It doesn’t matter.
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102. When selecting a test gauge for testing PSH/L pilots, the anticipated range of test pressure should
be between 20 and 80% of the gauge range.

A. True

B. False

103. When selecting a test gauge for testing PSH/L pilots, the anticipated range of test pressure should
be between 50 and 100% of the gauge range.

A. True

B. False

One of the following three
104. Before performing a test, all pressure system components should be rated

A. lower than the pressure needed to perform the test.
B. the same as the pressure needed to perform the test.
C. higher than the pressure needed to perform the test.
D. None of the above

105. Before performing a test, all pressure system components should be rated the same as the pressure
needed to perform the test.

A. True

B. False

106. Before performing a test, all pressure system components should be rated higher than the pressure
needed to perform the test.

A. True

B. False

One of the following three
107. What is the Test Interval for Flowline FSV’s?

A. Annually
B. Daily
C. Weekly
D. Monthly
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108. The Test Interval for Flowline FSV’s is monthly.
A. True

B. False
109. The Test Interval for Flowline FSV’s is annually.

A. True

B. False

One of the following three
110. How often should Fire Water Pumps be inspected and operated?

A. Annually
B. Daily
C. Weekly
D. Monthly

111. The inspection and operation interval for Fire Water Pumps is weekly.
A. True

B. False

112. The  inspection and operation interval for Fire Water Pumps is monthly.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
113. What is the Test Interval for ESD’s?

A. Annually
B. Daily
C. Weekly
D. Monthly

114. The Test Interval for ESD’s is monthly.
A. True

B. False
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115. The Test Interval for ESD’s is weekly
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
116. If lost overboard, articles described in 250.40 Subpart C, Pollution Prevention and Control, must
be reported to

A. Supervisor
B. MMS District Supervisor
C. MMS Inspector
D. EPA

117. If lost overboard, articles described in 250.40 Subpart C, Pollution Prevention and Control, must
be reported to the MMS District Supervisor.

A. True

B. False

118. If lost overboard, articles described in 250.40 Subpart C, Pollution Prevention and Control, must
be reported to your MMS Inspector.

A. True

B. False

One of the following three
119. What is the final step in a surface or subsurface device test?

A. Inform all personnel you have completed the test
B. Complete the MMS Record
C. Disconnect the test bottle
D. Close the bottle valve

120. The final step in a surface or subsurface device test is to complete the MMS Record.
A. True

B. False
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121. The final step in a surface or subsurface device test is to inform all personnel you have completed
the test

A. True

B. False

122. Records shall be maintained by the lessee for each surface and subsurface device for a period of
A. 1 year
B. 2 years
C. 3 years
D. 15 years

123. Records shall be maintained by the lessee for each surface and subsurface device for a period of 2
years.

A. True

B. False

124. Records shall be maintained by the lessee for each surface and subsurface device for a period of 3
years.

A. True

B. False
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Unit 2 Questions, 7 from this bank
Counts as four questions
(LSL/H Components Review)

NX: Study the graphics as they appear on the screen, and determine the status of the level
safety high, level safety low device. Then, click on the button that describes the status of the
device.
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Counts as 4 questions
(LSL/H Components Review)

NX: Label this Fisher 2100 liquid level monitor by clicking on a label button, then on the
corresponding blank label. If you change your mind, click on a new label button, then on the
label you wish to change. When you are satisfied with your work, click on “Continue.”
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One of the following three
125. What is the Primary and Secondary protection for a Large Leak (atmospheric vessel)?

A. LSL and ASH
B. LSL and ESS
C. PSL and LSL
D. PSH and PSL

126. The Primary and Secondary protection for a Large Leak (atmospheric vessel) is LSL and ESS.
A. True

B. False

127. The Primary and Secondary protection for a Large Leak (atmospheric vessel) is LSL and ASH
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
128. What is the Primary and Secondary protection for Liquid Overflow (pressure vessel)?

A. LSH and PSL
B. ASH and ESS
C. LSH and PSH
D. LSH and Downstream Devices

129. The Primary and Secondary protection for Liquid Overflow (pressure vessel) is LSH and Down-
stream Devices.

A. True

B. False

130. The Primary and Secondary protection for Liquid Overflow (pressure vessel) is ASH and ESS.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three.
131. What is the Primary and Secondary protection for Liquid Overflow (atmospheric vessel)?

A. LSL and ESS
B. LSH and ESS
C. LSH and PSL
D. BSL and FSL
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132. The Primary and Secondary protection for Liquid Overflow (atmospheric vessel) is LSH and ESS.
A. True

B. False

133. The Primary and Secondary protection for Liquid Overflow (atmospheric vessel) is LSL and ESS.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three.
134. What is the Primary and Secondary protection for Gas Blowby?

A. ASH and PSL
B. LSL and Downstream Devices
C. LSL and PSL
D. ASH and BSL

135. The Primary and Secondary protection for Gas Blowby is LSL and Downstream Devices.
A. True

B. False

136. The Primary and Secondary protection for Gas Blowby is LSL and PSL.
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
137. Any method used on an offshore platform to collect and direct escaped liquid hydrocarbons to a
safe location.

 A. Leak System
 B. Flowline System
 C. Containment System
 D. Shutdown System

138. A containment system is used on an offshore platform to
A. to prevent the spread of escaped oil on the water
B. hold liquid hydrocarbons for the LACT unit
C. collect and direct escaped liquid hydrocarbons to a safe location
D. prevent the spread of fire
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139. A containment system is any method used on an offshore platform to prevent the spread of fire.
A. True

B. False

140. A containment system is any method used on an offshore platform to collect and direct escaped
liquid hydrocarbons to a safe location.

A. True

B. False

One of the following three
141. The discharge of gas from a process component through a liquid outlet is called

A. Leak
B. Containment
C. Safety System
D. Gas Blowby

142. The discharge of gas from a process component through a liquid outlet is called
A. Leak
B. Containment
C. Gaseous discharge
D. none of the above

143. The discharge of gas from a process component through a liquid outlet is called gas blowby.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
144. The accidental escape from a process component of liquid and /or gaseous hydrocarbons to the
atmosphere is

A. Containment
B. Shutdown System
C. Sump
D. Leak
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145. The accidental escape from a process component of liquid and /or gaseous hydrocarbons to the
atmosphere is referred to as a leak.

A. True

B. False

146. The accidental escape from a process component of liquid and /or gaseous hydrocarbons to the
atmosphere is called an incident.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
147. The discharge of liquids from a process component through a gas (vapor) outlet is called

A. Overpressure
B. Gas Blowby
C. Liquid Overflow
D. Containment

148. Which of the following describes the discharge of liquids from a process component through a gas
(vapor) outlet?

A. Liquid Overflow
B. Gas Blowby
C. Overpressure
D. Containment

149. The discharge of liquids from a process component through a gas (vapor) outlet is called liquid
blowby.

A. True

B. False

150. The discharge of liquids from a process component through a gas (vapor) outlet is called liquid
overflow.

A. True

B. False
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One of the following four
151. A valve that will shift to the closed position upon loss of the power medium is known as

A. Normally Closed
B. Broken
C. Normally Open
D. Malfunctioning

152. Upon loss of the power medium, a normally closed valve will
A. shift to the open position
B. shift to the closed position
C. Sound an alarm
D. Fail

153. A valve that will shift to the closed position upon loss of the power medium is known as a nor-
mally closed valve.

A. True

B. False

154. A valve that will shift to the closed position upon loss of the power medium is known as a nor-
mally open valve.

A. True

B. False

One of the following five
155. An automatically operated, normally closed valve used for isolating a process station is a

A. Rupture Valve
B. Level Control Valve
C. Blowdown Valve
D. Shutdown Valve

156. An automatically operated, normally closed valve used for isolating a process station is a
A. Blowdown Valve
B. Shutdown Valve
C. Level Control Valve
D. Ball Valve
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157. An automatically operated, manually closed valve used for isolating a process station is
A. Blowdown Valve
B. Shutdown Valve
C. Level Control Valve
D. None of the above

158. An automatically operated, normally closed valve used for isolating a process station is a shut-
down valve.

A. True

B. False

159. An automatically operated, normally closed valve used for isolating a process station is a blowdown
valve.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
160. Which valve is the fail safe back up valve for the level control valve?

A. Vent Valve
B. Gas Isolation Valve
C. Shutdown Valve
D. Blowdown Valve

161. The shutdown valve is the fail safe back up valve for the
A. Vent Valve
B. Gas Isolation Valve
C. Level Control Valve
D. Blowdown Valve

162. The shutdown valve is the fail safe back up valve for the level control valve.
A. True

B. False

163. The blowdown valve is the fail safe back up valve for the level control valve?
A. True

B. False
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One of the following four
164. Why should all valves be opened slowly during the level tests?

A. to protect the valve packing seals.
B. to prevent bubble formation
C. to safely release pressure and reduce waste
D. to take more time on the test.

165. Why should all valves be opened slowly during the level tests?
A. to protect the valve packing seals.
B. to prevent bubble formation
C.  to take more time on the test.
D. none of the above

166. All valves should be opened slowly during the level tests to safely release pressure and reduce
waste.

A. True

B. False

167. All valves should be opened slowly during the level tests to protect the valve packing seals.
A. True

B. False
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Unit 3 questions, select 22 from this bank.
Counts as 10 questions
(PSV ID Exercise)

NX: Label the components of this pressure safety valve by clicking on a label button, then on
the blank label that corresponds to the component in the drawing. If you make a mistake, click
on the correct label button, then on the label you wish to change. When you are satisfied with
your work, click on “Continue.”
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(PSH/L Exercise)

NX: This pressure sensing device is set for

 pressure safety low monitoring

 pressure relief

 pressure safety high monitoring

 pressure safety high/pressure safety low
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One of the following four
168. The Primary and Secondary protection systems for Underpressure (Pressure vessel) consist of

A. PSH and LSH
B. LSH and Gas Make-Up System
C. Gas Make-Up System and PSL
D. Gas Make-Up System and LSH

169. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (Pressure vessel) is
A. Gas Make-Up System and PSH
B. PSL and LSL
C. LSH and Gas Make-Up System
D. Gas Make-Up System and PSL

170. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (Pressure vessel) is Gas Make-Up Sys-
tem and PSH

A. True

B. False

171. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (Pressure vessel) is Gas Make-Up Sys-
tem and LSH

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
172. What is the Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (atmospheric vessel)?

A. PSL and PSH
B. PSV and Gas Make-Up System
C. Gas Make-Up System and PSH
D. Vent and PSV (Vent)

173. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (atmospheric vessel) is
A. PSV and Gas Make-Up System
B. Vent and PSV (Vent)
C. Gas Make-Up System and PSL
D. PSL and LSL
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174. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (atmospheric vessel) is Vent and PSH
(Vent).

A. True

B. False

175. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (atmospheric vessel) is PSL and PSV.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
176. Fluid flow in a process component opposite to the normal flow direction.

A. Gas Flow
B. Normal Flow
C. Back Flow
D. No Flow

177. Fluid flow in a process component opposite to the normal flow direction is referred to as back
flow.

A. True

B. False

178. Fluid flow in a process component opposite to the normal flow direction is referred to as LSH.
A. True

B. False

One of the following three
179. An automatically operated normally open valve used to vent the pressure from a process station on
shutdown as known as

A. Surface Safety Valve
B. Plug Valve
C. Shutdown Valve
D. Blowdown Valve
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180. A blowdown valve is an automatically operated normally open valve used to vent the pressure
from a process station on shutdown.

A. True

B. False

181. A shutdown valve is an automatically operated normally open valve used to vent the pressure from
a process station on shutdown.

A. True

B. False

One of the following three
182. Piping that directs the well stream from the wellhead to the first downstream process component
is known as a

A. Leak
B. Failure
C. Flowline
D. Well Head

183. Piping that directs the well stream from the wellhead to the first downstream process component
is known as a flowline.

A. True

B. False

184. Piping that directs the well stream from the wellhead to the first downstream process component
is known as a pipeline.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
185. Which of the following is used to describe any portion of a flowline that has an operating pressure
different from another portion of the same flowline?

A. Flowline Segment
B. Pipeline
C. Process Line
D. Odd Flowline
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186. Any portion of a flowline that has an operating pressure different from another portion of the same
flowline is known as a

A. Flowline Segment
B. Pipeline
C. Process Line
D. Odd Flowline

187. Any portion of a flowline that has an operating pressure different from another portion of the same
flowline is known as a flowline segment.

A. True

B. False

188. Any portion of a flowline that has an operating pressure different from another portion of the same
flowline is known as a process line.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
189. The highest operating pressure allowable at any point in a pipeline system during normal flow or
static conditions is the

A. Minimum operating pressure
B. Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure
C. Overpressure
D. Containment

190. Which of the following is used to describe the highest operating pressure allowable at any point in
a pipeline system during normal flow or static conditions?

A. Minimum operating pressure
B. Containment
C. Overpressure
D. Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure

191. The Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure is
A. the normal operating pressure
B. the highest operating pressure allowable at any point in a pipeline system during normal flow
or static conditions
C. also referred to as overpressure
D. the highest operating pressure allowable at the smallest point in a pipeline system during
normal flow or static conditions
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192. The Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure is the highest operating pressure allowable at any
point in a pipeline system during normal flow or static conditions.

A. True

B. False

193. The minimum operating pressure is the highest operating pressure allowable at any point in a
pipeline system during normal flow or static conditions.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
194. The highest operating pressure allowable at any point in any component other than a pipeline
during normal operating or static conditions is the

A. Maximum Allowable Working Pressure
B. Minimum Operating Pressure
C. Design pressure
D. Ideal Operating Conditions

195. How is the highest operating pressure allowable at any point in any component other than a pipe-
line during normal operating or static conditions described?

A. Design pressure
B. Minimum Operating Pressure
C. Maximum Allowable Working Pressure
D. Ideal Operating Conditions

196. Maximum allowable working pressure is the highest operating pressure allowable at any point in
any component other than a pipeline during normal operating or static conditions.

A. True

B. False

197. Design pressure is the highest operating pressure allowable at any point in any component other
than a pipeline during normal operating or static conditions.

A. True

B. False
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One of the following four
198. A valve that will shift to the open position upon loss of the power medium is known as

A. Normally Closed
B. Broken
C. Normally Open
D. Malfunctioning

199. Which of the following describes a valve that will shift to the open position upon loss of the power
medium?

A. Normally Closed
B. Broken
C. Malfunctioning
D. Normally Open

200. A valve that will shift to the open position upon loss of the power medium is known as normally
closed.

A. True

B. False

201. A valve that will shift to the open position upon loss of the power medium is known as normally
open.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
202. Pressure in a process component in excess of the maximum allowable working pressure (for
pipelines, maximum allowable operating pressure) is known as

A. Normal Operating Conditions
B. Overpressure
C. Underpressure
D. High Pressure

203. Which of the following describes pressure in a process component in excess of the maximum
allowable working pressure (for pipelines, maximum allowable operating pressure)?

A. Overpressure
B. Normal Operating Conditions
C. Underpressure
D. High Pressure
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204. Pressure in a process component in excess of the maximum allowable working pressure (for
pipelines, maximum allowable operating pressure) is known as overpressure.

A. True

B. False

205. Pressure in a process component in excess of the maximum allowable working pressure (for
pipelines, maximum allowable operating pressure) is known as high pressure.

A. True

B. False

One of the following three
206. Flowlines from wells are to be equipped with high and low pressure shut in sensors. But in all
cases, the high pressure shut in sensor shall be set sufficiently _________ the maximum shut in well-
head pressure to assure activation of the SSV.

A. Above

B. Below

207. Flowlines from wells are to be equipped with high and low pressure shut in sensors. But in all
cases, the high pressure shut in sensor shall be set sufficiently below the maximum shut in wellhead
pressure to assure activation of the SSV.

A. True

B. False

208. Flowlines from wells are to be equipped with high and low pressure shut in sensors. But in all
cases, the high pressure shut in sensor shall be set sufficiently above the maximum shut in wellhead
pressure to assure activation of the SSV.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
209. The high pressure shut in sensor should be set no higher than ________________, whichever is
greater, above the highest operating pressure of the vessel.

A. 10% or 5 psi
B. 20% or 10 psi
C. 15% or 5 psi
D. 5% or 5 psi
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210. Which of the following represents the levels above the highest operating pressure of the vessel at
which the high pressure shut in sensor should be set?

A. 15% or 5 psi, whichever is greater
B. 10% or 5 psi, whichever is greater
C. 20% or 10 psi, whichever is greater
D. 5% or 5 psi, whichever is greater

211. The high pressure shut in sensor should be set no higher than 15% or 5 psi, whichever is greater,
above the highest operating pressure of the vessel.

A. True

B. False

212. The high pressure shut in sensor should be set no higher than 5% or 5 psi, whichever is greater,
above the highest operating pressure of the vessel.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
213. The low pressure shut in sensor should activate no lower than ________________, whichever is
greater, below the lowest pressure in the operating range.

A. 10% or 5 psi
B. 20% or 10 psi
C. 15% or 5 psi
D. 5% or 5 psi

214. Which of the following represents the levels below the lowest operating pressure of the vessel at
which the low pressure shut in sensor should be set?

A. 15% or 5 psi, whichever is greater
B. 10% or 5 psi, whichever is greater
C. 20% or 10 psi, whichever is greater
D. 5% or 5 psi, whichever is greater

215. The low pressure shut in sensor should be set no lower than 15% or 5 psi, whichever is greater,
below the lowest operating pressure of the vessel.

A. True

B. False
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216. The low pressure shut in sensor should be set no higher than 5% or 5 psi, whichever is greater,
above the lowest operating pressure of the vessel.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four.
217. What is the maximum rate of pressure change you should have when approaching a PSH/L trip
point?

A. 2 to 3 psi per second
B. 10 to 15 psi per second
C. 18 to 20 psi per second
D. 7% of gauge pressure

218. The maximum rate of pressure change you should have when approaching a PSH/L trip point is
A. 18 to 20 psi per second
B. 10 to 15 psi per second
C. 2 to 3 psi per second
D. 7% of gauge pressure

219. The maximum rate of pressure change you should have when approaching a PSH/L trip point is 2
to 3 psi per second.

A. True

B. False

220. The maximum rate of pressure change you should have when approaching a PSH/L trip point is
7% of gauge pressure.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
221. At what pressure should the manifold be when switching from test to operate?

A. 20% of vessel operating pressure
B. 80% of vessel operating pressure
C. Current operating pressure of the vessel
D. PSH/L set point
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222. When switching from test to operate, the manifold should be at
A. 20% of vessel operating pressure
B. 80% of vessel operating pressure
C. PSH/L set point
D. the current operating pressure of the vessel

223. When switching from test to operate, the manifold should be at the current operating pressure of
the vessel.

A. True

B. False

224. When switching from test to operate, the manifold should be at 80% of vessel operating pressure.
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
225. If the sensor trips but the alarm fails to sound, you should:

A. Notify instrumentation and/or electrical personnel immediately
B. Continue the test
C. Leave the vessel in bypass
D. All of the above

226. What course of action should you take if the sensor trips but the alarm fails to sound?
A. Leave the vessel in bypass
B. Continue the test
C. Notify instrumentation and/or electrical personnel immediately
D. All of the above

227. If the sensor trips but the alarm fails to sound, you should  notify instrumentation and/or electrical
personnel immediately.

A. True

B. False

228. If the sensor trips but the alarm fails to sound, you should leave the vessel in bypass.
A. True

B. False
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One of the following four
229. What is Dead Band?

A. The difference between pressure at the beginning and end of the test manifold.
B. The difference between a sensor’s actuation point and it’s reset point.
C. The difference between PSH and PSL readings.
D. A punk rock group.

230. Dead Band is defined as
A. The difference between pressure at the beginning and end of the test manifold.
B. A punk rock group.
C. The difference between PSH and PSL readings.
D. The difference between a sensor’s actuation point and it’s reset point.

231. Dead Band is the difference between a sensor’s actuation point and it’s reset point.
A. True

B. False

232. Dead Band is the difference between pressure at the beginning and end of the test manifold.
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
233. When conducting a PSH/L test, why should pressure be increased and released slowly?

A. To get more accurate readings
B. To protect the pressure gauge
C. To protect the system from pressure shock
D. All of the above

234. Pressure should be increased and released slowly when conducting a PSH/L test
A. To get more accurate readings
B. To prevent injury
C. To protect the system from pressure shock
D. All of the above

235. When conducting a PSH/L test, why should pressure be increased and released slowly?
A. To get more accurate readings
B. To protect the pressure gauge and system from pressure shock
C. To minimize product losses
D. Both A and B
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236. When conducting a PSH/L test, why should pressure be increased and released slowly?
A. To minimize product loses
B. To avoid sticking valves
C. To protect the system from pressure shock
D. All of the above

One of the following four
237. Pressure shock is the result of

A. A sudden change in pressure
B. Nitrogen regulator being turned too far counterclockwise
C. A sudden decrease in pressure
D. Valves being shut too tight

238. Pressure shock is the result of a sudden change in pressure.
A. True

B. False

239. Pressure shock occurs when the Nitrogen regulator is turned too far counterclockwise
A. True

B. False

240. What causes pressure shock?
A. Valves being shut too tight
B. Nitrogen regulator being turned too far counterclockwise
C. A sudden decrease in pressure
D. A sudden change in pressure

One of the following four
241. If a quick connector will not plug into the test panel, you should

A. Oil the connector
B. Bleed off the pressure and check the connector for debris
C. Push harder
D. Use Pliers

242. What course of action should you take if a quick connector will not plug into the test panel?
A. Oil the connector
B. Push harder
C. Bleed off the pressure and check the connector for debris
D. Use Pliers
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243. If a quick connector will not plug into the test panel, you should bleed off the pressure and check
the connector for debris.

A. True

B. False

244. If a quick connector will not plug into the test panel, you should use pliers.
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
245. If you need a new pressure chart for a particular process, you should run the chart for how long?

A. 6 hours
B. 12 hours
C. 24 hours
D. 48 hours

246. A new pressure chart for a particular process should be run  for
A. 24 hours
B. 12 hours
C. 6 hours
D. 48 hours

247. A new pressure chart for a particular process should be run  for at least 24 hours.
A. True

B. False

248. A new pressure chart for a particular process should be run  for at least 48 hours.
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
249. Which of the following gauges would be used when testing a system with a PSH of 1150 and a
PSL of 850?

A. 0 - 1,000 psi
B. 0 - 1,500 psi
C. 0 - 3,000 psi
D. 0 - 5,000 psi
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250. When testing a system with a PSH of 1150 and a PSL of 850, you should use a gauge with a range
of

A. 0 - 1,000 psi
B. 0 - 5,000 psi
C. 0 - 3,000 psi
D. 0 - 1,500 psi

251. When testing a system with a PSH of 1150 and a PSL of 850, you should use a gauge with a range
of 0 - 1,500 psi

A. True

B. False

252. When testing a system with a PSH of 1150 and a PSL of 850, the best gauge to use is a gauge with
a range of 0 - 3,000 psi

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
253. At what pressure should your pressure regulator be set when testing a PSH?

A. At the top of the operating range of the vessel.
B. 80% of the operating range of the vessel.
C. Just above the PSH reading from the last recorded test for that vessel
D. 2,000 psi

254. When testing a PSH your pressure regulator should be set just above the PSH reading from the last
recorded test for that vessel.

A. True

B. False

255. When testing a PSH your pressure regulator should be set at the top of the operating range of the
vessel.

A. True

B. False
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256. When testing a PSH your pressure regulator should be set
A. At the top of the operating range of the vessel.
B. Just above the PSH reading from the last recorded test for that vessel
C. 80% of the operating range of the vessel.
D. 2,000 psi

One of the following four
257. What is the Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (Pressure vessel)?

A. PSL and LSL
B. Gas Make-Up System and LSH
C. Gas Make-Up System and PSL
D. LSH and Gas Make - Up System

258. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (Pressure vessel) is
A. PSL and LSL
B. Gas Make-Up System and LSH
C. LSH and Gas Make - Up System
D. Gas Make-Up System and PSL

259. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (Pressure vessel) is Gas Make-Up Sys-
tem and PSL.

A. True

B. False

260. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (Pressure vessel) is PSL and PSV.
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
261. What is the Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (atmospheric vessel)?

A. PSV and Gas Make-Up System
B. PSL and PSV
C. Gas Make-Up System and PSH
D. Vent and PSV (Vent)

262. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (atmospheric vessel) is
A. Vent and PSV (Vent)
B. PSV and Gas Make-Up System
C. PSL and PSV
D. Gas Make-Up System and PSH
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263. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (atmospheric vessel) is Vent and PSV
(Vent).

A. True

B. False

264. The Primary and Secondary protection for Underpressure (atmospheric vessel) is PSV and Gas
Make-Up System.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
265. On spring operated PSV’s, the inlet pressure is increased to a point where the total upward force
overcomes the spring force and

A. a PSD occurs
B. the valve closes
C. the valve opens
D. None of the above

266. When the inlet pressure on spring operated PSV’s is increased to a point where the total upward
force overcomes the spring force

A. a PSD occurs
B. the valve opens
C. the valve closes
D. None of the above

267. When the inlet pressure on spring operated PSV’s is increased to a point where the total upward
force overcomes the spring force the valve opens.

 A. True

B. False

268. When the inlet pressure on spring operated PSV’s is increased to a point where the total upward
force overcomes the spring force the valve closes.

 A. True

B. False
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One of the following four
269. On the offshore platform, a PSV is typically the _____________ high pressure prevention device.

A. Primary
B. Secondary

270. A PSV is typically the secondary high pressure prevention device on an offshore platform.
A. True

B. False

271. A PSV is typically the primary high pressure prevention device on an offshore platform.
A. True

B. False

272. A PSV is typically the ___________ high pressure prevention device on an offshore platform.
A. Secondary
B. Primary

One of the following four
273. To begin the PSV test, which is the first valve to be unlocked and closed?

A. Test Port Block Valve
B. External Isolation Vent Valve
C. Vent Line Isolation Valve
D. Vessel’s PSV Isolation Valve

274. The first valve to be unlocked and closed in a PSV test is
A. Vessel’s PSV Isolation Valve
B. Test Port Block Valve
C. External Isolation Vent Valve
D. Vent Line Isolation Valve

275. To begin the PSV test, the first valve to be unlocked and closed is the vessel’s PSV isolation valve.
A. True

B. False

276. The first valve to be unlocked and closed in a PSV test is the vent line isolation valve.
A. True

B. False
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One of the following four
277. If a process upset occurs, you should immediately stop testing the PSV because

A. You will be needed elsewhere on the platform.
B. Potentially hazardous back flow through an open PSV could occur
C. Back flow damages the PSV seat
D. You may get a false actuation point

278. You should immediately stop testing the PSV in the event of  a process upset
A. because you will be needed elsewhere on the platform.
B. because you may get a false actuation point
C. because back flow damages the PSV seat
D. because potentially hazardous back flow through an open PSV could occur

279. If a process upset occurs, you should immediately stop testing the PSV because potentially haz-
ardous back flow through an open PSV could occur.

A. True

B. False

280. If a process upset occurs, you should immediately stop testing the PSV because back flow dam-
ages the PSV seat.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
281. When the trip point has been reached, the pressure has been relieved through the external isolation
vent valve, the pressure momentarily rises to the trip point, then falls again, this means that

A. The PSV is working incorrectly
B. The PSV is working correctly

282. What is indicated when the trip point has been reached, the pressure has been relieved through the
external isolation vent valve, the pressure momentarily rises to the trip point, then falls again?

A. The PSV is working correctly
B. The PSV is working incorrectly
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283. If the trip point has been reached, the pressure has been relieved through the external isolation vent
valve, the pressure momentarily rises to the trip point, then falls again, then the PSV is working cor-
rectly.

A. True

B. False

284. If the trip point has been reached, the pressure has been relieved through the external isolation vent
valve, the pressure momentarily rises to the trip point, then falls again, then the PSV is not working
correctly.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
285. With each actuation on a pilot operated PSV, you will

A. hear a popping sound
B. hear a rushing air sound
C. see a drop in pressure on the gauge
D. all of the above

286. When a pilot operated PSV actuates, you will notice
A. a popping sound
B. a discharge of steam
C. a drop in pressure on the gauge
D. Both A and C

287. When a pilot operated PSV actuates, you will hear a popping sound and a rush of air, and notice a
drop in pressure on the gauge.

A. True

B. False

288. When a pilot operated PSV actuates, you will hear a popping sound and a rush of air, and notice an
increase in pressure on the gauge.

A. True

B. False
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289. If repairs are to be made to a PSV,
A. inform the person in charge
B. Isolate the PSV to safely work on the device
C. have replacement parts on hand before work begins
D. All of the above

One of the following two
290. A bit of overpressure can break loose a PSV stuck from not being actuated or cycled for months at
a time.

A. True

B. False

291. A bit of underpressure can break loose a PSV stuck from not being actuated or cycled for months
at a time.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
292. If when testing pilot type PSV’s, the pilot trips but the main valve doesn’t, the problem may be in

A. the dome
B. the vent line isolation valve
C. the main valve
D. the pressure adjustment screw

293. What problem is indicated if a pilot type PSV is being tested and the pilot trips but the main valve
doesn’t?

A. the dome
B. the vent line isolation valve
C. the pressure adjustment screw
D. the main valve

294. If when testing pilot type PSV’s, the pilot trips but the main valve doesn’t, the problem may be in
the vent line isolation valve.

A. True

B. False
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295. If when testing pilot type PSV’s, the pilot trips but the main valve doesn’t, the problem may be in
the main valve.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
296. If test pressure, rose up to the normal actuation point, actuated and dropped to zero, then the PSV

A. probably did not reseat
B. is leaking off pressure
C. will not be suitable for service
D. All of the above

297. If test pressure, rose up to the normal actuation point, actuated and dropped to zero, then the PSV
A. reseated properly
B. is holding pressure
C. will be suitable for service
D. None of the above

298. If test pressure, rose up to the normal actuation point, actuated and dropped to zero, then the PSV
probably did not reseat.

A. True

B. False

299. If test pressure, rose up to the normal actuation point, actuated and dropped to zero, then the PSV
reseated properly.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
300. Pressure in a process component less than the design collapse pressure is known as

A. Leaking
B. Overpressure
C. Underpressure
D. Overloaded
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301. Which of the following refers to pressure in a process component less than the design collapse
pressure?

A. Leaking
B. Overpressure
C. Overloaded
D. Underpressure

302. Pressure in a process component less than the design collapse pressure is known as underpressure.
A. True

B. False

303. Pressure in a process component less than the design collapse pressure is known as overloaded
A. True

B. False
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Unit 4 Questions, select 10 from this bank
Counts as six questions
(SSV cross section as 4)

NX: Label this S-S-V by clicking on a label button, then on the blank label with an arrow
pointing at the correct device or component. If you change your mind, click on a different label
button, then on the label you wish to change. When you are satisfied with your work, click on
“Continue.”
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Counts as four questions
(SCSSV ID exercise, as 8)

NX: As the descriptions appear on the screen, click on the labeled device or component
described.

(Power spring)
NX: Click on the device or component which forces the cylinder back up the shaft when
hydraulic pressure is bled off.

(Cylinder)
NX: Click on the device or component which is forced down the shaft by hydraulic pressure
from the well control panel, compressing the power spring.

(flapper spring)
NX: Click on the device or component that provides the force to close the flapper.

(flapper)
NX: Click on the device or component that prevents production after the loss of hydraulic
pressure to the cylinder.
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Counts as six questions
(SSCSV as 12, ID exercise)

NX: As the devices or components of this ball-type S-S-C-S-V are described, click on the
blank label that points at the device or component being described. If you are correct, the
device will be labeled.

(bean)
NX: This component is custom designed by engineers to allow the normal production flow
rate of the specific well.

(spring)
NX: This device holds the valve open to allow normal production flow rate.

(upper seat)
NX: Valve closure is completed when the ball seats against this component.

(spacers)
NX: These components may be added as needed to increase the holding force of the spring.

(lower seat)
NX: The valve is fully open when the ball seats against this component.

(ball)
NX: This device has a passage through it of the same inner diameter as the production
conduit and may be rotated and dragged on seat by the bean to shut-in the well.
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(FSV Exercise)

NX: This safety device is in a condition that is best described as

 normal operation

 abnormal condition, level safety high

* backflow prevention

 abnormal condition, pressure safety high
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One of the following four
304. An automatic wellhead valve assembly that will close upon loss of pressure supply is known as a/
an

A. Blowdown Valve
B. Manual Master Valve
C. Manual Wing Valve
D. Surface Safety Valve

305. Which of the following is the proper term for an automatic wellhead valve assembly that will close
upon loss of pressure supply?

A. Blowdown Valve
B. Manual Master Valve
C. Surface Safety Valve
D. Manual Wing Valve

306. An automatic wellhead valve assembly that will close upon loss of pressure supply is known as a
Surface Safety Valve.

A. True

B. False

307. An automatic wellhead valve assembly that will close upon loss of pressure supply is known as a
Blowdown Valve.

A. True

B. False

One of  the following four
308. An automatic valve assembly (installed at an underwater wellhead location) which will close upon
loss of power supply is a

A. Blowdown Valve
B. Manual Master Valve
C. Manual Wing Valve
D. Underwater Safety Valve

309. Which of the following refers to an automatic valve assembly (installed at an underwater wellhead
location) which will close upon loss of power supply?

A. Blowdown Valve
B. Manual Master Valve
C. Underwater Safety Valve
D. Manual Wing Valve
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310. An automatic valve assembly (installed at an underwater wellhead location) which will close upon
loss of power supply is a surface safety valve.

A. True

B. False

311. An automatic valve assembly (installed at an underwater wellhead location) which will close upon
loss of power supply is  referred to as an underwater safety valve.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
312. A system of manual stations that, when activated, initiate a platform shutdown is known as

A. an Emergency Shutdown System
B. a Containment System
C. a Gas Detection System
D. a Fire Detection System

313. Which of the following is a system of manual stations that, when activated, will initiate a platform
shutdown?

A. a Gas Detection System
B. a Containment System
C. an Emergency Shutdown System
D. a Fire Detection System

314. A system of manual stations that, when activated, initiate a platform shutdown is known as an
Emergency Shutdown System.

A. True

B. False

315. A system of manual stations that, when activated, initiate a platform shutdown is known as  a
Containment System.

A. True

B. False
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One of the following four
316. An SSSV controlled from the surface by hydraulic, electrical, mechanical or other means is called
a

A. Subsurface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve
B. Surface Safety Valve
C. Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve
D. Blowdown Valve

317. Which of the following describes an SSSV controlled from the surface by hydraulic, electrical,
mechanical or other means?

A. Subsurface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve
B. Surface Safety Valve
C. Blowdown Valve
D. Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve

318. An SSSV controlled from the surface by hydraulic, electrical, mechanical or other means is called
a Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve.

A. True

B. False

319. An SSSV controlled from the surface by hydraulic, electrical, mechanical or other means is called
a Surface Safety Valve.

A. True

B. False

320. Why should the hydraulic line to an SCSSV be disconnected?
A. Because the SCSSV is serving as a plug
B. To test the SCSSV
C. For maintenance on the hydraulic line
D. To conduct an ESD timing test

321. The hydraulic line to an SCSSV should be disconnected only if you want
A. To conduct an ESD timing test
B. To test the SCSSV
C. To conduct maintenance on the hydraulic line
D. The SCSSV to serve as a plug
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322. The hydraulic line to an SCSSV should be disconnected if you want the SCSSV to serve as a plug.
A. True

B. False

323. The hydraulic line to an SCSSV should be disconnected for testing ESD’s.
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
324. An SSSV actuated by the pressure characteristics of the well is known as

A. Subsurface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve
B. Surface Safety Valve
C. Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve
D. Blowdown Valve

325. Which of the following refers to an SSSV actuated by the pressure characteristics of the well?
A. Surface Safety Valve
B. Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve
C. Subsurface Controlled Subsurface Safety valve
D. Blowdown Valve

326. An SSSV actuated by the pressure characteristics of the well is known as a Subsurface Controlled
Subsurface Safety Valve.

A. True

B. False

327. An SSSV actuated by the pressure characteristics of the well is known as a Surface Controlled
Subsurface Safety Valve

A. True

B. False
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One of the following two
328. The Emergency Shutdown System may include a number of independent process shutdown sys-
tems that can also be actuated separately. Which of the following are locations where you might find
these independent systems.

A. Helicopter Decks, Stairway Landings
B. Boat Landings, Emergency Evacuation Stations, Living Quarters
C. Near a Driller’s Console during drilling and workover operations
D. All of the above

329. The Emergency Shutdown System may include a number of independent process shutdown sys-
tems that can also be actuated separately. Which of the following are locations where you might find
these independent systems.

A. Shorebase Facilities
B. Boat Landings, Emergency Evacuation Stations, Living Quarters
C. Near a Driller’s Console during drilling and workover operations
D. Both B and C

One of the following three
330. Closure of the SSV shall not exceed ____ seconds after the automatic detection of an abnormal
condition or actuation of an ESD.

A. 30
B. 35
C. 40
D. 45

331. Closure of the SSV shall not exceed 45 seconds after the automatic detection of an abnormal
condition or actuation of an ESD.

A. True

B. False

332. Closure of the SSV shall not exceed 35 seconds after the automatic detection of an abnormal
condition or actuation of an ESD.

A. True

B. False
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One of the following three
333. The Surface controlled SSSV shall close in not more than _____ minutes after the shut in signal
has closed the SSV.

A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
D. 4

334. The Surface controlled SSSV shall close in not more than 2 minutes after the shut in signal has
closed the SSV.

A. True

B. False

335. The Surface controlled SSSV shall close in not more than 4 minutes after the shut in signal has
closed the SSV.

A. True

B. False

One of the following three
336. The total time to the complete ESD test shall not be more than

A. 10 minutes and 30 seconds
B. 1 minute and 45 seconds
C. 2 minutes and 45 seconds
D. 5 minutes and 50 seconds

337. The total time to the complete ESD test shall not be more than 2 minutes and 45 seconds.
A. True

B. False

338. The total time to the complete ESD test shall not be more than 1 minute and 45 seconds.
A. True

B. False
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339. Each wireline or pump down retrievable subsurface safety device may be removed, without fur-
ther authorization or notice to the USMMS, for routine operation which does not require the approval
of a Sundry Notice and Reports on Wells form for a period not to exceed ____ days.

A. 2
B. 5
C. 15
D. 30

340. Each wireline or pump down retrievable subsurface safety device may be removed, without fur-
ther authorization or notice to the USMMS, for routine operation which does not require the approval
of a Sundry Notice and Reports on Wells form for a period not to exceed 15 days.

A. True

B. False

341. Each wireline or pump down retrievable subsurface safety device may be removed, without fur-
ther authorization or notice to the USMMS, for routine operation which does not require the approval
of a Sundry Notice and Reports on Wells form for a period not to exceed 30 days.

A. True

B. False

One of the following three
342. If the SSSV has been removed and the Master Valve is to remain open,

A. the SSSV should be installed as soon as possible.
B. a trained person is to remain in the immediate vicinity
C. the Supervisor cannot leave the facility
D. None of the above

343. If the SSSV has been removed and the Master Valve is to remain open, a trained person is to
remain in the immediate vicinity.

A. True

B. False

344. If the SSSV has been removed and the Master Valve is to remain open, the Supervisor cannot
leave the facility.

A. True

B. False
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One of the following four
345. During a Platform Shutdown (PSD), which valve(s) will automatically close on each flowing
well?

A. Surface Safety Valve (SSV)
B. Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve (SCSSV)
C. Manual Wing Valve
D. Crown Valve

346. Which of the following valves will automatically close on each flowing well during a Platform
Shutdown (PSD)?

A. Manual Wing Valve
B. Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve (SCSSV)
C. Surface Safety Valve (SSV)
D. Crown Valve

347. During a Platform Shutdown (PSD), the Surface Safety Valve (SSV) will automatically close on
each flowing well.

A. True

B. False

348. During a Platform Shutdown (PSD), the Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve (SCSSV)
will automatically close on each flowing well.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
349. During an Emergency Shutdown (ESD), which valve(s) will close on each flowing well?

A. Surface Safety Valve (SSV)
B. Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve (SCSSV)
C. Manual Wing Valve
D. Both A and B

350. Which of the following valve(s) will close on each flowing well during an Emergency Shutdown
(ESD)?

A. Manual Wing Valve
B. Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve (SCSSV)
C. Surface Safety Valve (SSV)
D. Both B and C
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351. During an Emergency Shutdown (ESD), the Surface Safety Valve (SSV) and Surface Controlled
Subsurface Safety Valve (SCSSV) will close on each flowing well.

A. True

B. False

352. During an Emergency Shutdown (ESD), the Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valve (SC-
SSV) and Manual Wing Valve will close on each flowing well.

A. True

C. False

One of the following four
353. What kind of pressure is normally used to hold open a SCSSV?

A. Mechanical
B. Hydraulic
C. Pneumatic
D. None of the above

354. __________ pressure is normally used to hold open a SCSSV.
A. Mechanical
B. Centrifugal
C. Pneumatic
D. Hydraulic

355. Hydraulic pressure is normally used to hold open a SCSSV.
A. True

B. False

356. Pneumatic pressure is normally used to hold open a SCSSV?
A. True

B. False
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One of the following four
357. When the PSL set point is reached during a PSH/L Test on a Well Control Panel, what should
happen?

A. The Master SSV Relay will drop out
B. The Master SSV will close
C. The Master SSV Relay will reset
D. The Master SSV will open

358. Which of the following should occur after the PSL set point is reached during a PSH/L Test on a
Well Control Panel?

A. The Master SSV Relay will reset
B. The Master SSV will close
C. The Master SSV Relay will drop out
D. The Master SSV will open

359. When the PSL set point is reached during a PSH/L Test on a Well Control Panel, the Master SSV
Relay will drop out.

A. True

B. False

360. When the PSL set point is reached during a PSH/L Test on a Well Control Panel, the Master SSV
Relay will reset.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
361. If the Master SSV Bypass Valve is returned to the normal operate position after a PSH/L test, and
the master SSV Relay is not pulled out and holding on its own, then

A. An explosion will occur
B. That particular well will shut in
C. An Emergency Shutdown will occur
D. The platform will shut in

362. What will happen if the Master SSV Bypass Valve is returned to the normal operate position after
a PSH/L test, and the master SSV Relay is not pulled out and holding on its own?

A. That particular well will shut in
B. An explosion will occur
C. An Emergency Shutdown will occur
D. The platform will shut in
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363. If the Master SSV Bypass Valve is returned to the normal operate position after a PSH/L test, and
the master SSV Relay is not pulled out and holding on its own, then that particular well will shut in.

A. True

B. False

364. If the Master SSV Bypass Valve is returned to the normal operate position after a PSH/L test, and
the master SSV Relay is not pulled out and holding on its own, then an Emergency Shutdown will
occur.

A. True

B. False
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Unit 5 Questions, select 12 from this bank.
Counts as seven questions
(Graphic, CMA-100 BSL ID)

NX:  Label this B-S-L application by clicking on a label button, then on the corresponding blank label.
If you change your mind, click on a new label button, then on the label you wish to change. When you
are satisfied with your work, click on “Continue.”
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Counts as six questions
(Graphic, Amot 4075 TSH ID)

NX:  Label this T-S-H by clicking on a label button, then on the corresponding blank label. If you
change your mind, click on a new label button, then on the label you wish to change. When you are
satisfied with your work, click on “Continue.”
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One of the following four
365. What are the Primary and Secondary protections for Excess Temperature (Stack)?

A. TSH and PSV
B. BSL and PSV
C. TSH (Stack) and ESS
D. TSH and BSL

366. The Primary and Secondary protections for Excess Temperature (Stack) are
A. TSH (Stack) and ESS
B. BSL and PSV
C. TSH and PSV
D. TSH and BSL

367. TSH (Stack) and ESS are the Primary and Secondary protections for Excess Temperature (Stack).
A. True

B. False

368. TSH and BSL are the Primary and Secondary protections for Excess Temperature (Stack).
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
369. What are the Primary and Secondary protections for Direct Ignition Source (Natural Draft)?

A. Flame Arrestor and ESS (TSE)
B. Flame Arrestor and TSH

C. TSH and PSH
D. LSL and PSL

370. The Primary and Secondary protections for Direct Ignition Source (Natural Draft) are
A. LSL and PSL
B. Flame Arrestor and TSH
C. TSH and PSH
D. Flame Arrestor and ESS (TSE)

371. The Primary and Secondary protections for Direct Ignition Source (Natural Draft) are Flame Ar-
restor and ESS (TSE).

A. True

B. False
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372. The Primary and Secondary protections for Direct Ignition Source (Natural Draft) are Flame Ar-
restor and TSH.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
373. What is the Primary and Secondary protection for Direct Ignition Source (Stack)?

A. TSH and BSL
B. LSL and PSH
C. Spark Arrestor and ESS
D. LSL and ESS

374. The Primary and Secondary protections for Direct Ignition Source (Stack) are
A. Spark Arrestor and ESS
B. LSL and PSH
C. TSH and BSL
D. LSL and ESS

375. The Primary and Secondary protections for Direct Ignition Source (Stack) are Spark Arrestor and
ESS.

A. True

B. False

376. The Primary and Secondary protections for Direct Ignition Source (Stack) are TSH and BSL.
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
377. What are the Primary and Secondary protections for Direct Ignition Source (Hot Surfaces)?

A. All TSH’s and ESS
B. All TSH’s and PSL
C. Flame Arrestor and TSH
D. Spark Arrestor and TSH
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378. The Primary and Secondary protections for Direct Ignition Source (Hot Surfaces) are
A. Flame Arrestor and TSH
B. All TSH’s and PSL
C. All TSH’s and ESS
D. Spark Arrestor and TSH

379. The Primary and Secondary protections for Direct Ignition Source (Hot Surfaces) are All TSH’s
and ESS.

A. True

B. False

380. The Primary and Secondary protections for Direct Ignition Source (Hot Surfaces) are Flame Ar-
restor and TSH.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
381. A fired vessel with the burner fuel controlled by an automatic temperature or pressure controller is
considered to be a/an

A. Automatically Fired Vessel
B. Malfunction
C. Overpressure
D. Burner Element

382. Which of the following describes a fired vessel with the burner fuel controlled by an automatic
temperature or pressure controller?

A. Overpressure
B. Malfunction
C. Automatically Fired Vessel
D. Burner Element

383. A fired vessel with the burner fuel controlled by an automatic temperature or pressure controller is
considered to be an Automatically Fired Vessel.

A. True

B. False
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384. A fired vessel with the burner fuel controlled by an automatic temperature or pressure controller is
considered to be a Burner Element.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
385. A point of sufficient temperature and heat capacity to ignite a combustible mixture is considered
to be a

A. High LEL
B. TSH
C. Direct Ignition Source
D. Fired Vessel

386. Which of the following describes a point of sufficient temperature and heat capacity to ignite a
combustible mixture?

A. High LEL
B. TSH
C. Fired Vessel
D. Direct Ignition Source

387. A point of sufficient temperature and heat capacity to ignite a combustible mixture is considered
to be a Direct Ignition Source.

A. True

B. False

388. A point of sufficient temperature and heat capacity to ignite a combustible mixture is considered
to be a High LEL.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
389. A pneumatic control line containing temperature sensing elements (fusible plugs, synthetic tub-
ing, etc.) which, when activated, will initiate a platform shutdown is known as:

A. Analog Tubing
B. Fire Loop
C. Heated Component
D. Instrument Air Line
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390. Which of the following describes a pneumatic control line containing temperature sensing ele-
ments (fusible plugs, synthetic tubing, etc.) which, when activated, initiates a platform shutdown?

A. Analog Tubing
B. Instrument Air Line
C. Heated Component
D. Fire Loop

391. A pneumatic control line containing temperature sensing elements (fusible plugs, synthetic tub-
ing, etc.) which, when activated, will initiate a platform shutdown is known as a Fire Loop.

A. True

B. False

392. A pneumatic control line containing temperature sensing elements (fusible plugs, synthetic tub-
ing, etc.) which, when activated, will initiate a platform shutdown is known as Analog Tubing.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
393. A control system that monitors the concentration of combustible gases and initiates an alarm
and shutdown functions at predetermined concentrations is known as:

A. Gas Detection System
B. Containment System
C. Fire Detection System
D. Fire Monitoring System

394. What type of control system monitors the concentration of combustible gases and initiates an
alarm and shutdown functions at predetermined concentrations?

A. Fire Detection System
B. Containment System
C. Gas Detection System
D. Fire Monitoring System

395. A control system that monitors the concentration of combustible gases and initiates an alarm and
shutdown functions at predetermined concentrations is known as a Gas Detection System.

A. True

B. False
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396. A control system that monitors the concentration of combustible gases and initiates an alarm and
shutdown functions at predetermined concentrations is known as a Fire Detection System.

A.True

B. False

One of the following four
397. The lowest concentration by volume of combustible gases in a mixture with air that can be ignited
at ambient conditions is known as

A. Analyzer Safety High
B. Lower Explosive Limit
C. Temperature Safety High
D. Minimal Gas Leakage

398. Which of the following describes the lowest concentration by volume of combustible gases in a
mixture with air that can be ignited at ambient conditions?

A. Lower Explosive Limit
B. Analyzer Safety High
C. Temperature Safety High
D. Minimal Gas Leakage

399. The lowest concentration by volume of combustible gases in a mixture with air that can be ignited
at ambient conditions is known as Lower Explosive Limit.

A. True

B. False

400. The lowest concentration by volume of combustible gases in a mixture with air that can be ignited
at ambient conditions is known as Temperature Safety High.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
401. Fusible Elements are normally made of

A. Stainless Steel
B. Carbon Steel
C. Paper
D. Metallic plugs that melt
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402. What type of materials are fusible elements normally made of?
A. Stainless Steel
B. Metallic plugs that melt
C. Paper
D. Carbon Steel

403. Fusible Elements are normally made of metallic plugs that melt.
A. True

B. False

404. Fusible Elements are normally made of carbon steel.
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
405. When testing Gas Detectors, at what level should only an alarm sound?

A. 10% LEL
B. 25% LEL
C. 50% LEL
D. 60% LEL

406. An alarm only should sound when testing Gas Detectors at
A. 10% LEL
B. 15% LEL
C. 25% LEL
D. 60% LEL

407. An alarm only should sound when testing Gas Detectors at 25% LEL.
A. True

B. False

408. An alarm only should sound when testing Gas Detectors at 20% LEL.
A. True

B. False
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One of the following four
409. When testing Gas Detectors, at what level should the high alarm be set?

A. 10% LEL
B. 25% LEL
C. 50% LEL
D. 60% LEL

410. The high alarm level should be set for gas detector tests at
A. 10% LEL
B. 25% LEL
C. 60% LEL
D. 75% LEL

411. The high alarm level should be set for gas detector tests at 60% LEL.
A. True

B. False

412. The high alarm level should be set for gas detector tests at 50% LEL.
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
413. A way of preventing and detecting high gas concentrations in an enclosed area is

A. Adequate Ventilation
B. Fans and Filters
C. Gas detectors
D. Both A and C

414. Ways of preventing and detecting high gas concentrations in enclosed areas include
A. Adequate Ventilation and Gas Detectors
B. Humidifiers
C. Air Cleaners
D. Fans and Filters

415. Ways of preventing or detecting high gas concentrations in enclosed areas include Adequate Ven-
tilation and Gas Detectors.

A. True

B. False
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416. Ways of detecting high gas concentrations in enclosed areas include Adequate Ventilation and
Fans.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
417. For what duration of run time must fuel or power for firewater pump drivers be available during a
platform shut in?

A. 15
B. 30
C. 45
D. 60

418. Fuel or power for firewater pump drivers shall be available for at least ____ minutes of run time
during a platform shut in.

A. 15
B. 25
C. 30
D. 60

419. Fuel or power for firewater pump drivers shall be available for at least 30 minutes of run time
during a platform shut in.

A. True

B. False

420. Fuel or power for firewater pump drivers shall be available for at least 60 minutes of run time
during a platform shut in.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
421. To begin the Gas Detection test, the gas detector monitor setting should be at

A. 0
B. 25%
C. 50%
D. 60%
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422. Where should the gas detector monitor setting be to begin the Gas Detection test?
A. .01%
B. 0%
C. 50%
D. 60%

423. To begin the Gas Detection test, the gas detector monitor setting should be at 0.
A. True

B. False

424. To begin the Gas Detection test, the gas detector monitor setting should be at 0.1%.
A. True

B. False

425. Which of the following will not contain a listing of the locations for smoke and thermal detectors?
A. Emergency Equipment Layout Diagram
B. MMS test records
C. Bypass log book
D. All of the above

426. A listing of the locations for smoke and thermal detectors will be found in
A. Emergency Equipment Layout Diagram
B. MMS test records
C. Bypass log book
D. Both A and B

427. A listing of the locations for smoke and thermal detectors will be found in the MMS test records.
A. True

B. False

428. A listing of the locations for smoke and thermal detectors will be found in the Bypass log book.
A. True

B. False
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One of the following two
429. If the thermal detector is located in a classified area, what type of permit must be received prior to
testing with a heat source?

A. Volatile Organic Compounds Permit
B. Toxic Substances Control Permit
C. Prevention of Significant Deterioration Permit
D. Fire and Safe Work Permit

430. A __________________ permit must be received prior to testing with a heat source if the thermal
detector is located in a classified area.

A. Volatile Organic Compounds Permit
B. Fire and Safe Work Permit
C. Prevention of Significant Deterioration Permit
D. Toxic Substances Control Permit

One of the following four
431. Which heat source is used to test a thermal detector?

A. match
B. heat shrink gun
C. cigarette lighter
D. All of the above

432. A _____________ is used as a heat source is used to test a thermal detector.
A. heat shrink gun
B. match
C. cigarette lighter
D. None of the above

433. A heat shrink gun is used as a heat source to test a thermal detector.
A. True

B. False

434. If a heat shrink gun is not available, a cigarette lighter  may be used as a heat source to test a
thermal detector.

A. True

B. False
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One of the following four
435. The preferred U.V. detector system which uses two heads across from each other to confirm a fire
is known as

A. Voting
B. Shooting
C. Cross-Zoning
D. None of the above

436. Which of the following describes the preferred U.V. detector system which uses two heads across
from each other to confirm a fire?

A. Cross-Zoning
B. Shooting
C. Voting
D. None of the above

437. The preferred U.V. detector system which uses two heads across from each other to confirm a fire
is known as Cross-Zoning.

A. True

B. False

438. The preferred U.V. detector system which uses two heads across from each other to confirm a fire
is known as voting.

A. True

B. False

One of the following three
439. To test the U.V. detector, you aim the U.V. source

A. at a right angle to the detector
B. at the top of the U.V. detector
C. at the bottom of the U.V. detector
D. directly at the U.V. detector eye or lens

440. To test the U.V. detector, you aim the U.V. source directly at the detector eye or lens.
A. True

B. False
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441. To test the U.V. detector, you aim the U.V. source at a right angle to the detector.
A. True

B. False

Unit 6 Questions, select two from this bank
One of the following four
442. Which group is considered the Emergency Support System?

A. ESD, SSV, ASH, TSE, and SSSV
B. ASH, TSE, SSSV, Containment, and PSD
C. ESD, TSE, ASH, Containment, and SSSV
D. ASH, TSE, ESD, PSD, and SSSV

443. The Emergency Support System is made up of
A. ESD, SSV, ASH, TSE, and SSSV
B. ASH, TSE, SSSV, Containment, and PSD
C. ASH, TSE, ESD, PSD, and SSSV
D. ESD, TSE, ASH, Containment, and SSSV

444. The Emergency Support System is made up of ESD, TSE, ASH, SSV, and SSSV.
A. True

B. False

445. The Emergency Support System is made up of ESD, TSE, ASH, Containment, and SSSV.
A. True

B. False

One of the following four
446. Which is always applicable to a component regardless of its position in the process flow?

A. Safety Analysis Table
B. Safety Analysis Checklist
C. Safety Analysis Function Evaluation
D. The USMMS Records
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447. The _________________ is always applicable to a component regardless of its position in the
process flow.

A. The USMMS Records
B. Safety Analysis Checklist
C. Safety Analysis Function Evaluation
D. Safety Analysis Table

448. The Safety Analysis Table is always applicable to a component regardless of its position in the
process flow.

A. True

B. False

449. The Safety Analysis Checklist is always applicable to a component regardless of its position in the
process flow.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
450. Which lists the safety devices that would be required to protect each process component if it were
viewed as an individual unit with the worst probable input and output conditions.

A. Safety Analysis Table
B. Safety Analysis Checklist
C. Safety Analysis Function Evaluation
D. The USMMS Records

451. A list of the safety devices that would be required to protect each process component if it were
viewed as an individual unit with the worst probable input and output conditions would be found in the

A. Safety Analysis Checklist
B. Safety Analysis Table
C. Safety Analysis Function Evaluation
D. USMMS Records

452. A list of the safety devices that would be required to protect each process component if it were
viewed as an individual unit with the worst probable input and output conditions would be found in the
Safety Analysis Checklist.

A. True

B. False
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453. A list of the safety devices that would be required to protect each process component if it were
viewed as an individual unit with the worst probable input and output conditions would be found in the
Safety Analysis Table.

A. True

B. False

One of the following three
454. Which item below lists all process components and Emergency Support System with their re-
quired safety devices, and should list the functions to be performed by each device.

A. Safety Analysis Table
B. Safety Analysis Checklist
C. Safety Analysis Function Evaluation
D. The USMMS Records

455. Which item below lists all process components and Emergency Support System with their re-
quired safety devices, and should list the functions to be performed by each device.

A. Safety Analysis Table
B. Safety Analysis Checklist
C. The USMMS Records
D. None of the above

456. To identify all process components and Emergency Support System with their required safety
devices, and the functions to be performed by each device, you would consult the.

A. Safety Analysis Function Evaluation
B. Safety Analysis Checklist
C. Safety Analysis Table
D. USMMS Records

Unit 7 Questions, select 3 from this bank

One of the following four
457. When pollution occurs as a result of operations conducted by or on behalf of the lessee and the
pollution damages or threatens to damage wildlife, aquatic life or any part of the ocean, who is
responsible for the expenses of the clean up?

A. The Taxpayer
B. The Federal Government
C. The Lessee
D. The closest Metropolitan area
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458. When pollution occurs as a result of operations conducted by or on behalf of the lessee and the
pollution damages or threatens to damage wildlife, aquatic life or any part of the ocean, the expense of
the clean up is paid by

A. The Lessee
B. The County Government
C. The EPA
D. The closest Metropolitan area

459. When pollution occurs as a result of operations conducted by or on behalf of the lessee and the
pollution damages or threatens to damage wildlife, aquatic life or any part of the ocean, the expense of
the clean up is paid by the lessee.

A. True

B. False

460. When pollution occurs as a result of operations conducted by or on behalf of the lessee and the
pollution damages or threatens to damage wildlife, aquatic life or any part of the ocean, the expense of
the clean up is paid by the EPA.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
461. Spills of more than one barrel shall be confirmed in writing to the USMMS District Supervisor

A. by the 15th day after the spillage has been stopped
B. immediately
C. by the 15th day after the spillage began
D. don’t need to be confirmed in writing to the MMS

462. By what date must spills of more than one barrel be confirmed in writing to the USMMS District
Supervisor?

A. immediately
B. by the 15th day after the spillage has been stopped
C. by the 15th day after the spillage began
D. don’t need to be confirmed in writing to the MMS

463. Spills of more than one barrel shall be confirmed in writing to the USMMS District Supervisor by
the 15th day after the spillage has been stopped.

A. True

B. False
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464. Spills of more than one barrel shall be confirmed in writing to the USMMS District Supervisor by
the 15th day after the spillage has began.

A. True

B. False

One of the following two
465. Reports of spills of more than fifty barrels shall include:

A. Sea State
B. Meteorological Conditions
C. Size and Appearance
D. All of the above

466. Reports of spills of more than fifty barrels shall include:
A. Sea State
B. Meteorological Conditions
C. Lunar Phase
D. Both A and B

One of the following four
467. Spills of more than one barrel should be reported to the USMMS District Supervisor:

A. by the 15th day after the spillage has been stopped
B. immediately
C. by the 15th day after the spillage began
D. don’t need to be reported to MMS

468. By what date must spills of more than one barrel should be reported to the USMMS District
Supervisor?

A. immediately
B. by the 15th day after the spillage has been stopped
C. by the 15th day after the spillage began
D. don’t need to be reported to MMS

469. Spills of more than one barrel should be reported to the USMMS District Supervisor immediately.
A. True

B. False
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470. Spills of more than one barrel should be reported by phone to the USMMS District Supervisor by
the 15th day after the spillage has been stopped.

A. True

B. False

One of the following four
471. Drilling and production facilities should be inspected ___________ for potential pollution.

A. monthly
B. hourly
C. daily
D. whenever time permits

472. How often should drilling and production facilities be inspected for potential pollution?
A. monthly
B. hourly
C. weekly
D. daily

473. Drilling and production facilities should be inspected daily  for potential pollution.
A. True

B. False

474. Drilling and production facilities should be inspected weekly for potential pollution.
A. True

B. False
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ARCO will put the proposed production safety system training in place as soon as it
receives MMS approval for the training.

Following MMS approval, the following will be undertaken:

• the modules will be updated on all of theS IM S TATION s
• each designated training administrator will be given a CD ROM disk

containing the final test bank
• training administrators will update their MMS certification as required
• training administrators will be given a training session

The training session for the administrators will provide information on the production
safety system training plan.  The training agenda will include, but not be limited to, the
following:

• structure of the training
• how to maintain security of the final tests
• review of the employee tracking process
• administrator’s role while a candidate is taking the training
• reporting requirements for MMS
• source of training materials
• files required by MMS

Completion of the software installation and training of the administrators will allow the
full implementation of the proposed production safety system training by the second
quarter of 1996.
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CROSS-REFERENCE
RELATING ELEMENTS IN

ARCO Production Safety System Training
TO REQUIREMENTS IN

30 CFR, PART 250, SUBPART 0

§  250.214 PRODUCTION SAFETY SYSTEM TRAINING

(a) Basic production safety systems personnel course.  During the period
between February 25, 1991, and February 24, 1993, personnel engaged in
production operations shall meet the training requirements in the regula-
tions in effect prior to February 25, 1991.  For individuals who successfully
complete a production safety systems course after May 31, 1988, and prior
to February 24, 1993, the individual shall be considered to have completed
a basic course in accordance with the requirements of this part if the
course met the rules in effect at tile time the course was taken.  Otherwise,
qualified individuals are not required to complete a refresher training
course until they have completed a basic course in production safety sys-
tems approved and certified pursuant to this rule.  After February 24,
1993, employees shall not engage in the installation, repair, testing, mainte-
nance, or operation of a surface or subsurface safety device or be the indi-
vidual on the platform with overall responsibility for production opera-
tions unless trained in accordance with the following:

(1) Each employee shall be familiar with oil and gas production op-
erations and equipment.

ARCO addresses this requirement in units 1-9 of the Study Guide;
through a complete copy of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of the Study
Guide and referenced on pages 20, 26, 27, 28, 40, 43, 46, 50, 53, 56, 61, 68,
77-80; through a complete copy of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the
Study Guide and referenced on pages 20, 26, 27, 28, 40, 43 46, 50, 53, 56, 61,
68, 71, 79, and 81; as required reading for the course; and through 10 modules
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of interactive video and simulations training presented via SimStation. In addition,
field personnel with fewer than six months production experience are not eligible
to attend this course.

(2) The employee shall receive instructions on all applicable Govern-
ment regulations that pertain to the work with regard to production opera-
tions and surface and subsurface safety devices.

ARCO addresses this requirement in units 7 and 10 of the Study Guide; and
through the interactive video and simulations modules “Safety Analysis and Sys-
tem Design” and “Regulatory Materials, as well as copies of 30 CFR 250 and API
RP 14C, 4th edition, provided as Appendices A and B of the Study Guide.

Also, copies of current Government regulations or abstracts of pertinent
provisions shall be furnished to the employee.

A copy of 30 CFR 250, with updates, is included in the Study Guide as
Appendix A.

(3) These instructions shall include the following:

(i) Production safety devices.

ARCO addresses this requirement through material presented on pages 20-
39 in the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Ap-
pendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20, 26, 27, 28, 40, 43 46,
50, 53, 56, 61, 68; through required reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix
B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20, 26, 27, 28, 40, 43,  46, 50, 53,
56, 61, 68; and through 8 modules of interactive video and simulations training
presented via SimStation.

(ii) Subsurface safety devices.

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 28-30 and 53-
56 in the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Ap-
pendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20, 26, 27, 28, 53 and 56;
through required reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study
Guide and referenced on pages 20, 26, 27, 28, 53, and 56; and through sections 1,
2, and 3 of the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and Repair of Safety
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Devices,’ and the modules entitled “Well Control Panel I and Well Control Panel
II” interactive video and simulations training presented via SimStation.

(iii) Design, installation, and operation of surface production
safety equipment.

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 28-75 in the
Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of
the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26; through required reading of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages
20 and 26; and through sections 4-10 of the module entitled “Maintenance, Instal-
lation, and Repair of Safety Devices,’ and the modules entitled “Level Safety
High/Level Safety Low,” “Pressure Safety High/Low,” “Pressure Safety Valves,”
“Well Control Panel I and Well Control Panel II,” “Smoke, Thermal, UV, and Gas
Detection,” and “Safety Analysis and System Design” interactive video and simu-
lations training presented via SimStation.

(iv) Additional production system requirements.

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 20-26 and 53-
58 in the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Ap-
pendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20, 26, 53, and 56; through
required reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and
referenced on pages 20, 26, 53, and 56; and through the modules entitled “Mainte-
nance, Installation, and Repair of Safety Devices,” “Well Control Panel I,” and
“Well Control Panel II” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(v) Testing of production safety equipment and recording of tile
test results.

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 20-26 in the
Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of
the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20, 26, 53, and 56; through required
reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and refer-
enced on pages 20, 26, 53, and 56; and through the modules entitled ”Mainte-
nance, Installation, and Repair of Safety Devices,” “Well Control Panel I,” and
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“Well Control Panel II” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(vi) Quality assurance requirements for safety and pollution pre-
vention equipment.

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through  required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided
as Appendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26.

(vii) Pollution prevention and waste disposal requirements during
production operations, and

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 77 and 78 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 77 and 78.

(viii) General requirements for well-completion and well-make-
over operations (including snubbing, coil-tubing, and small-tubing units).

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 79 and 80 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 79 and 80.

(3) The employee shall receive instructions on how failures or malfunc-
tions in a system can cause abnormal conditions that must be brought under
control by properly functioning safety devices.

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 71-75 in the
Study Guide, through required reading of API 14C provided as Appendix B of the
Study Guide and referenced on page 71.

(4) Employees shall receive instructions on the basic protection con-
cepts, including the following:

(i) Undesirable events,
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ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 20-26 in the
Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of
the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26; through required reading of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages
20 and 26; and through the module entitled “Introduction: Testing Offshore Safety
Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via SimStation.

(ii) Protective shut-in action, and

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on page 25 in the Study
Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of the
Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26; through required reading of API
RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20
and 26; and through the module entitled “Introduction: Testing Offshore Safety
Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via SimStation.

(iii) Emergency support systems (ESS).

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on page 72 in the Study
Guide; and through required reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of
the Study Guide and referenced on page 71

(5) Employees shall receive instructions on the causes of failure in such
systems, detection of abnormal conditions, primary protection devices and
procedures, secondary protection devices and procedures, and location of
safety devices for the control or mitigation of various undesirable events,
including the following:

(i) Overpressure,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on page 47 and 48 in the
Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of
the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26; through required reading of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages
20 and 26; and through the module entitled “Introduction: Testing Offshore Safety
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Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via SimStation.

(ii) Leak,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 41 and 42 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 20 and 26; and through the module entitled “Introduction: Testing Offshore
Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(iii) Liquid Overflow,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 40, 42, and 43
in the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appen-
dix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26; through required
reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and refer-
enced on pages 20 and 26; and through the module entitled “Introduction: Testing
Offshore Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(iv) Gas blowby,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 40 and 43 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 20 and 26; and through the module entitled “Introduction: Testing Offshore
Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(v) Underpressure,
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ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 47 and 48 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 20 and 26; and through the module entitled “Introduction: Testing Offshore
Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(vi) Excess temperature (fire and exhaust heated components),

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 63-65 in the
Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of
the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26; through required reading of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages
20 and 26; and through the module entitled “Introduction: Testing Offshore Safety
Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via SimStation.

(vii) Direct ignition source (fired components), and

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on page 65-67 in the
Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of
the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26; through required reading of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages
20 and 26; and through the module entitled “Introduction: Testing Offshore Safety
Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via SimStation.

(viii) Excess combustible vapors in the firing chamber (fired com-
ponents).

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 67-68 in the
Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of
the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20 and 26; through required reading of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages
20 and 26; and through the module entitled “Introduction: Testing Offshore Safety
Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via SimStation.
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(6) Each employee shall receive instructions on safety analysis concepts,
including the following:

(i) Safety analysis table (SAT),

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on page 73 in the Study
Guide, through required reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the
Study Guide and referenced on page 71, and through the module entitled “Safety
Analysis and Systems Design” interactive simulations training presented via
SimStation.
.

(ii) Safety analysis checklist (SAC), and

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on page 73 in the Study
Guide, through required reading of  API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the
Study Guide and referenced on page 71, and through the module entitled “Safety
Analysis and Systems Design” interactive simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(iii) Safety analysis function evaluation (SAFE) chart.

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 73 and 75 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of  API RP 14C provided as Appendix
B of the Study Guide and referenced on page 71, and through the module entitled
“Safety Analysis and Systems Design” interactive simulations training presented
via SimStation.

(7) The employee shall receive instructions on the safety analysis of each
basic process component used in a platform production process system, in-
cluding the following:

(i) Wellheads and flow lines,
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ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on page 74 in the Study
Guide, through required reading of  API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the
Study Guide and referenced on page 71.

(ii) Injection lines,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on page 74 in the Study
Guide, through required reading of  API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the
Study Guide and referenced on page 71.

(iii) Headers,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through  required reading of  relevant sections of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on page
71.

(iv) Pressure vessels,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through  required reading of  relevant sections of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on page
71.

(v ) Atmospheric vessels,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through  required reading of  relevant sections of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on page
71.

(vi) Fire-and exhaust-heated components,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through  required reading of  relevant sections of
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API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on page
71.

(vii) Pumps,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through  required reading of  relevant sections of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on page
71.

(viii) Compressors,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through  required reading of  relevant sections of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on page
71.

(ix) Pipelines, and

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through  required reading of  relevant sections of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on page
71.

(x) Heat exchangers (shell tube).

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through  required reading of  relevant sections of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on page
71.

(8) Employees shall receive hands-on training on safety devices to pre-
pare him/her for installing, operating, repairing, or maintaining such equip-
ment. In this context, operating includes testing, adjusting calibrations, and
recording test and calibration results. Installing includes the original installa-
tion and replacement of equipment. Maintaining refers to preventive mainte-
nance, routine repair, and replacement of defective or malfunctioning compo-
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nent parts. The major categories of equipment that shall be included in the
training program, as a minimum, are the following:

(i) High-low-pressure sensors,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 32 and 33 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 28 and 37; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 28 and 37; and through the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(ii) High-low-level sensors,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 34 and 35 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 28 and 37; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 28 and 37; and through the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(iii) High-low-temperature sensors,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 36 and 37 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 28 and 37; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 28 and 37; and through the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(iv) Combustible gas detectors,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
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enced above, and specifically through material presented on page 63 in the Study
Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of the
Study Guide and referenced on pages 61 and 68; through required reading of API
RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 61
and 68; and through the module entitled “Smoke, Thermal, UV, and Gas Detec-
tion” interactive video and simulations training presented via SimStation.

(v) Pressure relief devices,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 33 and 34 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 28 and 37; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 28 and 37; and through the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(vi) Flow-line check valves,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 35 and 36 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 28 and 37; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 28 and 37; and through the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(vii) Surface safety valves,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 34 and 35 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 28 and 37; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 28 and 37; and through the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.
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(viii) Shutdown valves,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 34 and 35 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 28 and 37; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 28 and 37; and through the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(ix) Fire (Flame, heat, or smoke) detectors,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on page 61-63 in the
Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of
the Study Guide and referenced on pages 61 and 68; through required reading of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages
61 and 68; and through the module entitled “Smoke, Thermal, UV, and Gas Detec-
tion” interactive video and simulations training presented via SimStation.

(x) Auxiliary devices (3-way block and bleed valves, time relays, 3-
way snap acting valves, etc.)

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 31 and 32 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 28 and 37; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 28 and 37; and through the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(xi) Surface-controlled subsurface safety, valves and/or surface
control equipment, and

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 29 and 30 in
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the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 28 and 37; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 28 and 37; and through the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(xii) Subsurface-controlled subsurface safety valves.

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 30 and 31 in
the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix
A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 28 and 37; through required read-
ing of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on
pages 28 and 37; and through the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(9) Each employee shall be instructed in the following areas concerning
surface and subsurface equipment.

(i) Each employee shall receive instructions relating to inspections,
testing, and maintenance of surface safety devices.

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 25, 26, 34-35
in the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appen-
dix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20, 26, 28 and 37; through
required reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and
referenced on pages 20, 26, 28 and 37; and through the modules entitled “Intro-
duction: Testing Offshore Safety Devices,” and “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(ii) Each employee shall receive instructions relating to inspection,
testing, and maintenance of subsurface safety devices.

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 29-31 and 34-
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35 in the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Ap-
pendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20, 26, 28 and 37; through
required reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and
referenced on pages 20, 26, 28 and 37; and through sections 1, 2, and 3 of the
module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and Repair of Safety Devices,’ and the
modules entitled “Well Control Panel I and Well Control Panel II” interactive
video and simulations training presented via SimStation.

(iii) Each employee shall receive instructions relating to the in-
spection, testing, and maintenance of surface-control systems for surface-
controlled subsurface safety valves.

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 25- 26, 29-30
in the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appen-
dix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 20, 26, 28 and 37; through
required reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and
referenced on pages 20, 26, 28 and 37; and through the modules entitled “Intro-
duction: Testing Offshore Safety Devices,” and “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(10) Each employee shall receive instructions in at least one safety de-
vice that illustrates the primary operation principle in each class of safety
devices stated in 30 CFR 250.214(a)(8)(i) through (xii) of this part, including
the following:

(i) Basic principle of operation,

(ii) limitations affecting application,

(iii) Most probable problems causing equipment malfunction or
failure and the correction of these problems (e.g.;, replace bad 0-rings, clear
blocked orifice, replace broken spring),

(iv) Test for proper actuation point, operation, etc.,

(v) Adjustment, calibration, or reset where applicable,
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(vi) Recording inspection results and malfunctions on appropriate
format, and

(vii) Special techniques for installation of safety devices, including
safety device orientation, special lubricants, and special installation tools.

ARCO addresses this requirement through material presented on pages 25-
26 and 28-38 of the Study Guide, and through the modules entitled “Introduction:
Testing Offshore Safety Devices,” and the  module “Maintenance, Installation, and
Repair of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(11) Each employee shall receive instructions on the basic principle and
logic of the emergency support system, including the following:

(i) Combustible and toxic gas detection system,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 62-63 and 71-
75 in the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Ap-
pendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 61, 68 and 71; through
required reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and
referenced on page 71; and through the module entitled “Smoke, Thermal, UV,
and Gas Detection” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(ii) liquid containment system,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on page 41 in the Study
Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of the
Study Guide and referenced on pages 61, 68 and 71; through required reading of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on page
71; and through the module entitled “Level Safety High/Low” interactive video
and simulations training presented via SimStation.

(iii) Fire loop system,

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 62-63 and 71-
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75 in the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Ap-
pendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 61, 68 and 71; through
required reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and
referenced on pages 61 and 68; and through the module entitled “Smoke, Thermal,
UV, and Gas Detection” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(iv) Other fire detection devices,
ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-

enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 62-63 and 71-
75 in the Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Ap-
pendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 61, 68 and 71; through
required reading of API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and
referenced on pages 61 and 68; and through the module entitled “Smoke, Thermal,
UV, and Gas Detection” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(v) Emergency shutdown systems, and

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages 53-58 in the
Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of
the Study Guide and referenced on pages 53 and 56; through required reading of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages
53, and 56; and through the modules entitled “Well Control Panel I and Well
Control Panel II” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.

(vi) Subsurface safety valves (SSSV).

ARCO addresses this requirement through the materials and methods refer-
enced above, and specifically through material presented on pages  29-30 in the
Study Guide, through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appendix A of
the Study Guide and referenced on pages 28 and 37; through required reading of
API RP 14C provided as Appendix B of the Study Guide and referenced on pages
28 and 37; and through the module entitled “Maintenance, Installation, and Repair
of Safety Devices” interactive video and simulations training presented via
SimStation.
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(12) Each employee shall receive general instructions in the following
well-completion and well-workover topics:

(i) Reasons for well completion or -well-workover,

ARCO addresses this requirement through material presented on pages 79-80 of
the Study Guide; and through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appen-
dix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 79-80.

(ii) Killing a producing well,

ARCO addresses this requirement through material presented on pages 79-80 of
the Study Guide; and through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as Appen-
dix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 79-80.

(iii) Preparing the well entry:

ARCO addresses this requirement through material presented on pages 79-
80 of the Study Guide; and through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as
Appendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 79-80.

(A) Use of back-pressure valves,

ARCO addresses this requirement through material presented on pages 79-
80 of the Study Guide; and through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as
Appendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 79-80.

(B) Removal of tree, tubing hanger, and SSSV, and

ARCO addresses this requirement through material presented on pages 79-
80 of the Study Guide; and through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as
Appendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 79-80.

(C) Installation and testing of BOP prior to initiating well-comple-
tion or well-workover operations.

ARCO addresses this requirement through material presented on pages 79-
80 of the Study Guide; and through required reading of 30 CFR 250 provided as
Appendix A of the Study Guide and referenced on pages 79-80.
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Amendment A:

Pennzoil Exploration
and

Production Co.
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(Signed)
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This certifies that

Job Classification

   Social Security #

Pennzoil Exploration and Production Co.
Certificate of Completion

This certificate, awarded this _____________________________  day of

______________. _______ is given in recognition of the trainee's successful

completion of the prescribed program.
 Certified By: Expires:

Production Safety System Training (Basic)

has  completed the course entitled

S IM S TAT IO N

Certificate of Completion

 Certified By:

This certifies that:

   SSN :

Job Classification:

has completed the course entitled
Production Safety System Training (Basic)

Expires:

Wallet Card

S I M STATION
Pennzoil Exploration and Production Co.
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Training, testing and recordkeeping for any area of operations in the Gulf of Mexico will

be at:

Pennzoil Exploration and Production Co.
1319 W. Pinhook
Lafayette, Louisiana 70503
(318) 269-4217

1. From Lafayette Regional Airport, turn right onto U.S. 90 South.

2. At the next light, turn right onto Kaliste Saloom.

3. Turn right onto W. Pinhook

4. Enter and park at the second driveway at the Pennzoil offices at 1319 W. Pinhook.
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Amendment B:

Kerr-McGee Corporation
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This certifies that

Job Classification

   Social Security #

Kerr-McGee Corporation
Certificate of Completion

This certificate, awarded this _____________________________  day of

______________. _______ is given in recognition of the trainee's successful

completion of the prescribed program.
 Certified By: Expires:

Production Safety System Training (Basic)

has  completed the course entitled

S IM S TAT IO N

Certificate of Completion

 Certified By:

This certifies that:

   SSN :

Job Classification:

has completed the course entitled
Production Safety System Training (Basic)

Expires:

Wallet Card

S I M S TAT IO N
Kerr-McGee Corporation
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Training, testing and recordkeeping for any area of operations in the Gulf of Mexico will

be at:

Kerr-McGee Corporation
3861 Ambassador Caffery Parkway
Suite 400
Lafayette, Louisiana 70508
(318) 988-7808

1. From Lafayette Regional Airport, turn right onto U.S. 90 South.

2. At the next light, turn right onto Kaliste Saloom.

3. Turn right onto Ambassador Caffery Parkway

4. Proceed to Kerr-McGee Corporation Offices.
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